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o ;aKAD IRO DBPOSITS 

PIB L COUITY, ARIZ~I) 

An exuas!"e OCOUl'Nno. ot .... S.t.-bearlq sanda and 

8ra •• 1& 1. tOWld alona V. 8. B1Ellw.,. 80 b.'we. !rucson ~d 

lorenoe. flU. 1, IPPJlOx1ah11 45 Jldl •• Aorthwe,t ot TUO.oll 

and a6 m11 •• lIOuthe •• ' of Florence, wt.re the" are Sou'bern 

iaoltlc Ra11road oonneotlons arrlYed at OY.~ paved high_a,.. 

The ne&1' •• ' ra11"ad line, ho",ver, 1& at Red Book, •• 15 ,1I11e. 

to the 6ou'bhwo.t, pre.entl,. l'6aoh 4 bra .0l'J' pOOr "'n J'O&4 • .,. 

b 1;own ot Coolidge, Ilear tbe Gila Rlyer and SQ. 12 al10. south

.... t of P1.o1'8no.,1e a po,sible iAdutrlal alt. also •• rved b 

the Southern Pao1tl0 Ral1roa4. 

A btanob lin. 01 1 Palo .tural Gu Co.an,. oro •• e. the 

propert,., and eleotrle p .. or 1. alao a"allable. 

The wr1ter .. de .. ven brlet lnapectlon or a _11 part 

Of t~la maanetlt.-bea~tng placar de~lt on Augu.t 3, 1960, in 

ooapaDJ wltb M ••• ra. J. D. Kadar •• , Karbel ~1nd.kusel a~d 'aoe 

Fo.ter. TbJ.. qu1Ck vleWof the propeJ-t,. W,aa 8Upple. ntoa bJ atud7 

of t.o Ooapr.un.1ve l'epCl'ta. One ot thea., dated AUiWlt "20, 1957, 

1- bJ Ifr.. o. A. Suadne •• , an .atnen' 1ron a11l1nS eq1Aeel' ot JDal).J 

7eal'" expertelloa. 'rb1. reput cov.-,.. •• hallow dr1l1 hole .xplora

'10D ot .... 11 traotlon ot the JDagnet1t •• b.aring round, .etal1\&1'

s1cal 'e.ting ot the . ... pl •• , aad an. e.tblate ot tM tonnase 

revaaled b1 thl. drilling. 



· A .800nd aVailabl. report 1, bJ ••• t.rn-Inapp &lgln-

•• ring CoaP.n7 ot SaD Franolsco, deted Mar 95, 1960. !b1a preaenta 

a stud,. Of a.tallurgloal t.at , eoonoal0 factors, and pl_' cte .. 

slgn. It 1. baaed on t •• t .ol"k b, thi. co~an1 and r.a~lt. ot 

pilot plant operatlona. 

T~ rollowtns .~ .. rka ar. 1ar8.17 ba.ed o~ the,. report, 

and on di.oua.lon. .1~ e. ra. »a4ar •• _ L~dekug.l_ Poster and 

SunCln.sa. 

PROPBR'lT 

t the t1.lle, .or tbe S1.Ul4D ••• report (August 80, 1957), 

the .property wa. at ted to conelat ot ',160 acre ... de up 01 

"otlon. 1, 2, $, 4, 5 and 12, al~g wlth the north or ectlon 11, 

in TSSJ RlS Glla an4 Salt RlveX' Ba. and Merld1an. 

are no.. a4v1sed tha t the ro~rtJ baa been expand.d 

to inolude all or T ~ B ( ~ 2~,OOO aores) plus other adJacent 

hold1ftge ot about e.qual .. ount to 61ve. 11 tal of arouncS 43,000 

aor ••• or about '70 .q .... II1lea. The propertf now 1s 8ald to b 

11tuate in Townah1pa '1 a~ a South, RaDg'. 11,12 and 13 .at. 

~ wrlt.1' ••• 1n~Oir_d that this ound 18 held aa UA

patented aasociation placer cla1a', or whlch l~,OOO aCr •• are 

covered by 01&1 .. on tat. Lcd. This 1Japo ••• a cOIl~de~ble 

annual. t111anolal burd.n tor asa.. ent work, the aotual .. oun' 

d..pendl~ . u.pon the pNol •• nullber ot claSaa invol"ed.. Probab11 

tnt. 1- in the nelabborhood ot not 1 •• s than 20,000 to 25,000, 

It la t~ r1ter f • undeZ'atandlng that theae ola1Ju are 

held br South ••• tern Iroll ahd St.el Indu.trl •• , Ino ••• hich oorpoz-

.tlon baa reoent11 18a .. 4 the •• to Patriok P.ene, and a •• 001at •• 

UDder the tena,a ot the Suppl ... nt Ap .... llt, .. oOP7ot Which 

aeeo_panle. thi. repOl''b .. 
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~be "01"- 1n tbi a~.a Or 1nt'~8.t oona1,tl ot .agnet1te

b.arl~ .. 4 and gravel. It _Ice up an alluvIal plain tha t i. 

traver,.d b1 •• .,.ral laJ!'ge clr7 ' aabe, whO •• gen8l"al ~our •• 18 

.. e"81'1,.. 

1M "'81'1a1 oontalning the _sn8tlte 1. an unoon.o11-

dated, oro •• -bedded .It.~atlon ot tia .and and t.l~lJ co.r .. 

gravel. A. de,cr1bed by SUbdn... the "snet1te wa. deposited 

-in • nOD-un1tOrll and lr~aular ..nner with worthl ••• , ,l1gbtl,. 

1101.' ••• it •••• 11'; _.-4 and gravel •••••••• " Wasn_tl te OCQUl" 1n 

rich atreakl, :l.a.,er. and lene .... here l' 1. ftdl'J, hlah 8rad., ,and 

tr.e runn1ng •••••• ft, .. k1ng 1t ver.rdlttlcult to , ~bta1D aD acourate 
, , 

... ple. '1he _SQet1t. 1, e"el7"hel'e fine-ar a1n.d. Pebble, lr,l 

the &ra".l .e14o. e~o •• 4 tou~ lAO~. 1n 41a.etel'e 

h. .ouroe are.. 11.. to tbl ••• t. where lIIO\lbt.in. aN 

ooapo.ed ot granlte and .ehlet that contun veS7 atnor UlOlm.t. 

of magnetlte. Th1a baa been treed b1 eroelon and rock deooJlq)oel

tlon aDd ca~rle4 ."'81'11 .~re, it .... GOheen'rated aDd depoalte4 

1n tbt aNa of 1ntere.t. H.re 1 t OGc~ra •• 1l'replar _11 bodle. 

in .and aQ4 gr ••• l lA .. ount. that give a seQeral .".rag. iron 

con'ant ot about5~ to t~ IlUtl1l'e, and tbe :lld.xtur. 1 •• \.lOb tba, 

the entir. boa, mult be ai.Md in ordaJ' to w1n tbe aapet1te. 

One troubl •• oae teature 1. the irresular oe .. ntatton of 

parte ot the land -nti gravel b7 a l~ _te1"1a1 called .caliche it • 

.. a "Iult ot hi •• -...p11n8 procedUZ'e. ,fhmane.a a4-.1 ••• 

tihat .~ch or ta. ground ... pled 1, or a b~4,. 0 ... nte4 nature. 

In addition to tbia. there 1 •• "identl, • local, rOugblJ bor11ontal 

bard o' .. ntatloB b7 callche. Tbla 18 pe~t.d tro. depth. a. 
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shallow as 15 t.et. Tb. extent ot lta develo~nt 1n the are. 

baa not been dete.lA.d. 

SUl1dneill. reporta that the llap,lt • • b.ar1Ag aan4. aN 

•• 17 dlr '" ' .. he l'e enoountered alla7 tro. the w .. ah... 'rhe.. 1mpurl. 

tie. cons~ t of attaohed partlcl •• or ~ rts and teldap~, and ~. 

magnetit_palnt a~ _.t.d Wi th •• "~ 11aonlt. no doubt 4e"lved 
,j . 

bJ oxlda1r~on ot the petite gra1n.. caua. ot th1.a a con.1del'ab~ , . 
amount dr ' lron 18 lo.t in the trea~nt prooe.s, and the extent 

t 

and Yarl,ation of thi. oontudnat.1ou at depth hal not b.en d.t.rm1ned. 

The Sundne •• exploration campatan co"eN"- about 10 aq_re 

8111 .... here 57 hol .... er. dr111.4, all but on. to a depth of 28 

teet, and 88ner8117 ... pl.4 to • depth ot 25 teet. ~ .. hol •• 

... r. located at • mlle lnterva1a on a gr1d mil •• wide and runn1ns 

tor I) ailes to the .... t. Xn addltion ~re ar • . 1.Z other hol •• 

drilled at ~ando.a locatioDs on ~ 80U~ •• t . 

DK1kLlJO AWD SAMPLIIG 

It 1s evld.nt tblt gr •• ' care Waa ex.rola.diD tbI drilling 

and a_pling ot the •• hole. under Mr. SundAe •• ' supervlsion. Holel 

ot 'O-1Aoh d1 .. eter were bared. and 1»n ca.ed with slotted Iron 

oulv.rts, the _ample.a being 0\\11 tbro\lgh tbe ••• lot. 1;0 p .... nt 

Balting. The actual ... ple outt1i1S •• , p,rtoraed bJ' • aan lo.ereel 

into the hole on a boaun·. ohal~lt 

Sample lntel'Va18 of . 5 t •• t .ere _plOJed, ,1.1126 .. sample 

volwae of .. 555 4ublc t •• , . 
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§AMPlE TRAAATlmRT 

Soreen1.y 
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The tire ppl. wa. ".1gh~ aQc:l then .aa put 0".1' a 

6-Moah 801' ell. In this .tuanner the ooar.81" mator1al, l'a1'817 tour 

inoh •• oJ' more in diameter was dleoarded. ~e amount o~ .. tertal 

thus .lial ted watt determlJ1ed bJ weight to be the following. 

Thi. 18 a general avoras 'lor the entire are toated. 

6~.!h 2!01'., •• .... ll !!~r.&.! '.I:'ota1 

AYel'a.ge 41.1$ • 3.OS j Pe 58.~ 6. -• 100.00 

Hlgh • 4.7J 3.60 It 61.~ 0 e.Q6 " 
Low ~9.~ a." It o5.3~ 7.61 " 

'l'hu about 40 of the at.rlal was e11a1ftated from 

hrthe,1' haDdl1hg. '1'bJ.. reject oont&1ne .. aub.tan'1.1 aaount ot 

iron that can be 1'000"01"84. but 1t baa not ,.., been establlehed 

that 1 t Oal1 be done at. protlt. 

Dena.i 1 Detel'lliMtlon 

The .1ght per oubic toot of _to1'181 tn lao •••• 

•• t1 .. t04 to be as tollow.: 

Cu. t. 
o 

laO lba. 

135 lb •• 

100 lb •• 

5.0~. 'e 

It 1. at.ted that the denalty varles moM with the 

Ph7aloal char.oteri.tlca ot eacb -toot. ple than It do •• with 

the 1.ron oontent. 

rom the toregolDs, Mr. Sundneaa d __ 1.,.4 the tollow1nS 

general a •• rag " 
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18.66 ott. ft. in plaoe. e'luals 1 10J:a8 t_ 

16.66 tt .. " tt ff 1 abort ton 

bra are 1.45 long ton. In each 4ttblc Ja~ 

There are 1.62 short tone ft, n {t " 

M'ol.'!£e OOAtent 

The mo1.tnlN content ot the 6.I,ah. under,l ..... round 

to be gtflerall,. low, tb.e ave'1"aga belng 2.0 • • 

RoW Kaanet1" R,coven 

The e .ab \lAderai.e -.at.rial wal <h'1.d. 1n tbe lJ'nlvera1tr 

of ArlzQaa School otl~. laboratoF,J. It ~&. 'hen subjected to 

dn- _petic. .eparatioD to pt-oduoe .. tt,l)1rt,. Concentrate- cont.ln ... 

ing, it pos.lble) all ot' the magn.tlc "'.rial 1il tbt ~-*.h under .. 

81,e. Thl. ,ave tbe tollow1ftg re.Ult. tor the 10 .'lUa~ •• 11.a 

te.t.d. 

Average 

H1gh 

Low 

"pet10 
Fraotion 

'13. a% fl") as. 1 '1 '/J Fe 

16.4% 24. 4-6 .. 

11.~ 26,21 " 

oft-J(qnetl0 
Fraotlga 

86.~ 3.09 % r. 
88.8% 5.23 It 

8~.~ .36 tt 

!otal:, 

· · ~OO ® 6~53 • P. 

Froa thla w. determine tbat, em the av.~ag., 8.1~ 

(13.~ x 5a.~) b1 .elabt ot tbe to'.l aat-rial in place gO.8 into 

the "<un,. masnet10 cOQoentl'ate tt . It Will be noted that here • 

h v •• ve'ry aubatantlal 108s of non-a ne'blc ' iron ( .. hlab. b.aa be.n 

determined to be in tb. £o~ of l1monlt.). 



ThAt -411"1 Qorlo.ntrate." W.N 81"O'QIld '0 80 and 160 ... h, 

lind the product. ,.,.. • .turtt.r a.par.ted by the ._t M6n.t10 

_tbOd, with the tollowing average roault. tor tJ» total ar.a 

t •• te4. 

A .... rag. 

Hlah 

Lo1t 

Avet-a,. 

Blah 

Low 

IIqD •• lo 0 ' MIl'rat. 
I P ~ a aeco"8g " Tl2& \ 

35.,5~ 66.68 ' Pt 1.'8 0.078 0.008 

'l~~ 6.62 .. 2.00 0.084 O.OS 

81 •• % ' M.7. .. 1.01 0.061 0.000 

Fro. wpj.cb we derIve. 35.5$ It 8.),3 1. s.as reoo.e1'7 

~.gn.'1c Oono.n'~.t. 
Jt!!O!-n " '11Oa ! P '3 

:54.,2_ tj 7.1~ Pe 0.6 0.06-7 0.007 

~8 •• a 68.06~ tt 1.06 0.078 0.011 

2e.~ 66~:S5~ n 0.50 0,0&4 0.005 

Fro. whleh .e ~rlT.' M •. ~ It 8.l.a~ 1·. a.'7~ 

reon,,,,. ot iron troa total _.4 cd gravel dllg, 

but the .. ount of contained. tl tantUJll lAd phOa pho:rua 

. baa be.n auba'atlallT lcnt."c1~ 
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APPROXntA,TB TOlliACJi 

Kr. SUftdnea. atat •• in hi. "'POl"-t (page 14) ~ "W1 'b 
y.", 

d!till hoi.' .paced lIl11e apart and a.pl •• taken to onl,. as 
toot &ap'h in tb1s 10 sQuare l!l11e are., no &4CUl'llte •• t1Mte ot 

reooverable aagnetite can be made. Howov'e-r, alDoa $0_ appl'OlC1-

_te tigure au.... be developedJt
, 11& arriv.. .t the tollow1Da 

approxt .. tl0A •• .. J*rd .tick: 

1 80.N 0.0.11 ta1u '3,560 .q. 1't. of .m4 1n pl.a. 

to a 2& tt. depth 1,Oall,OOO cu. tt . ,If ft t1 " 
l20 lb./ou. ft. l:SO, 80,000 lb •• .. 1f " 

ag,O lb./l0a3 ton 58.3~9 tone It tJ " 
@ ..... "ag. _p.t1c. 

reooyerJ ... d.r1ve4,2. ~ 

on 40 acre. 

1.6;2 ton. "ano.1te. 65~ Fe 

&7,6&0 # n -

on 640 aoro.(l .Q.~. ) 1 1'\82 880 n ,.., , 
Art. a .. »1.4(10 .q.a1. ) 10,8a8,8OO • 

to 20 ft. depth 

h 

" 

In o'har wol\'la, this approximation iDdioat •• about 

" 

1 a11110ll to. ot reco •• rabl. aapets. t. a ••• ,,1na 6~ Fe £01' • ach 

.quare ~l. to • depth ot 25 te. , ba.ed on the aVerage magD4t10 

re~ov.r.J ot 9. g~. 

l'h. .. d_117 produot1on 01 1,000 tiona ot COllo.Atr_'. per 

4-7 tbla ..ount. to a l1te ot abou' 30 ,..1'1. 
A.P~SSIBh§ OP1~ prr A!!A 

Mr. SundA ••• ha •• elected an al'fJa 1n. the aoutberlJ par' , 

of tha 10 .~uar. aile ar •• \~ •• ted .. belAS .. 1oller than tbit averap 

and adtablo to,. .n o~ p1t. The •• '1m.'. b .... 1. fOr. r.oove17 



ot 4.36~ Of _Ium.tit. 'V'. tile general average of 2.9% (or about 
~..s---O- . . 

97. VI . ~ Iba. recoverable m,asnetlt. pel' long ton of .and and 

gravel in plaoe,). He at1mt1tes tbat this richer' eeetlon Will 

provide 'about a million tOil. 'reooV'.rable _anet1te trom 5 .quaM 

m1les to a depth of 8S t et . At pr04uotlon rate Of 1.000 tone per 

day of product, th1. would la.t tG~ abou' 24 year •• 

SUBDKESS OOHOLU8IOS . ' - .-

The.e are 88 tollowa: 

1. 1ft atud7 h&.$ proved tba t thla plaoer depoalt . con ... 

tatna a .agnetlte ' content or varying aaount. , whlch can be p~o

e •• sed b7 tine grindIng and .et magne Ie par.tloD into a v.v, 

de.irable produot w1th no d.l.t.~lou. oaaponeat •• 

2. 'lbe continulty at dePth u. uot been p~.d below 

25 teet, bu.' one bole tbat goae to 43 t.et ahOW. that 11'011 unlte 

from 25 to 43 r. t were nearll double the unite tl'aB 0 to 25 f •• t. 

S. 10 local .upp11 of water has Jet b •• n dev.loped. 

-i. It..,. be po •• l.ble to reQOvel' eo .. 1ron troll the 

acreene4 oversl.e, and teata ahould be .. de to d.te~ln. the 

eQODoa¢c te .. lbl11ty or 'roat1D~ ~a traction. 

6. An eoonoa1c otudl ahou1d b. _d. o~ the _at d •• irabl • 

• eparation ,po1Jlt 111 the 8oN.ninS opera~1On. ,I 

W STlRll- ltHAPP RBPott!r 
, I - ",l. j 

We.te~-Inapp Eng1neerlng Oo~.nJ of an ranol.oo ie.~.d 

a oomprebena1ye report under date ot 14..,. 25. 1160. This pre •• nt_ 

a stud,. or met .• llurglcal teata, econ_lc tactors, and plant dealan. 

This report w •• available to th. wr1ter tov a abort 1Ss.. oa17; aM 

the toll~1ng oOftclu8ions and exoerpt •• ere tuen tro. It . 
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!be looality tested was apparently in tbl weater17 pa~t 

Of th. bighe!' grade are. po1nted o,utlbr .. .". Sundaes.. Here 

'e,'ern-Knapp obtainec1 .. reOOve17 of 71 pound$ of iron per (shoJ-t?) 

1;on ot O1'e t ,;'eated, anc:l its t .1Qur •• arc; o.s6d on tb.1s &moun'li, 

whereas the Sundne •• gtneral .'f.~alP' tlgur&a are baaed on 2.9" 
, 

reoovery OX' 65 pound. of lIUlgnet1te (t7 pounds Qt lUtalllc iron) 

per long tQl'l. Oonaequ.nt1l the "'.at .... lnapp 1'8881'''. e.t~t. 

per square m11e i. much larger ,than Ithe Sun.dne'. figure:. 

-'lhe We.terrhllDapp. oo.noluelona are q",-oted .a followa. 

1. The coat .st1mat88 show tho followug coet/tonot 

o on cent rate : 

Concentrate P.roduct1on 
.00 ; Bate T:PD 1000 ioot) 4aO 156 PIt5' 

w t Drt Wet l?a .. , 
; . 

Treat •• n t COl t ~ '.67 3.67 .$4.5295 ".52 18.63 
Haulage Co. t 1.44 1.44" 1.4,4 1."- 1.'. 
Depreoiation &: Intereat 1.3827 1 '27 1.8879 1.90 6.54-

3 ......!..- -
~otal Coat 6.4978 6.38 7.9503 7 .. 76 15."1 

a. hile the dx'y plant shOw •• sllghtl, lower t(>tal coat 
r tl$ctlng the lea ~ oap1.tal coata, treatment ooat. In
cluding the operating ·coat., l.abor and power e;~ v1.-tut.ll.,. 
the .... tor w • ., and 4l"J cleaning plant •.• 

b. !be, 1000 tpd •• t el.L~1ng plant requ1re. the expend1. 
'ure of about $370.000ror a 17.11e water line wh1ch 1. 
not HQulred tor the 1000 tpd cUT clean1rlg plant. The 111-
Q~.&8d coats ot the ball milla nd dryer tor the . dry 
clean1Dg plant jut about I8q:tlal the ooat. of the water line. 

2. 'be coate .hown abOt' e ~e tor tbe reoov.l'j' ot 71 pound. 
of 1ron (Fe) per ton of Oi'e treated. At tbtpre,en1i price. 
quoted tOl' iron ore the 1000 tpd tve,atllent plant appears eoon
ozrt1cal11 3u.atlt,.ed on t.be asauaptlon the ore body cont.1Da 71 
pound. ot reooverable. iron (Fe) per ton of ore. I wish to 
•• pha.l.e that an extended '.Pl11iS program 1. required to de
termine ~. actual _ount of magnetl0 f.ron pre.ant in the 
average 01'e 'bodJ. 'fhe aampl1ng and te.twork oonduot.d 'dur10& 

.Much and APr! 1 1900 established thi8 figure Qt 71poWlds ot 
11'On a8 the pl'Qbable reoovery possible tor the a7 ,OOOtona ot 
ore treated. he sampl1ng of thIs tonnage appoar. to ~e reliable. 
No att_apt Wa •• a4. ~o thoroughly sgple other part. ct the 
ore 004y. 
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3. Tbert doe, not appear to beaby technical or 
mtohanlcal roblem r 1 ted to treat1Qg the ore by tne flow.beet 
660-10 with fInal •• t clean1Dg, exoept t~ Po.slbll1t7 of •• , 
01'. during 1'81117 perlode. 'hi. ater 1n the oroan a.nd haa, 
oau8ed blinding of 5 mesh acreene. Proper m1n1ng technlqu •• 
can provld!or ~a1n1nS any ~t1¢ulQl'11 t ore in plaoe. 

'1th ()~ pre.tmt lntor)DAt1on cOAcerning the Occ\ll'l"$llce ot the 
ore, alse d1stribution and moIsture content, aereonlng at 
1/4 ahead of th$ l'oug)l _petto separation 18 rea4117 aC·QOJD
pllshed. The a1nue 1/4ft u.nd.~"1 •• troll the aore.ne even thoUSh 
damp 15 amenable to tr aune.nt as out11n$4 on tlowsheet 860-10, 
'With tinal wet cleaning. 

· 4. • haYe 1nauff1clent in.torm,at1oD to predict if' the 
magnetIte can be oonc$ntrated. dry to &1". I.,. than l.~ '1102 
1n tbl t tldahed prodUot. . 

et t1nal cloaning on labOI' t017 oCale baa delllOl'lI3trated tba, 
all the oros investigated can btt co no en trated to g1ve a 
premium srade produot eonta1n1ng from 0.54 to O.91~ '11°2_ 
other i11lpur1tleo uCh aa A8, Cu, lil, • tn, are v1rtual17 
all roJeoted by the ,I.t cl.an1::Do methods.. :rhoapharous 1. 
present to tb~ extent ot 0.05" and S to the extnt of 0.01$. 

·fh& gl'Q e ot iron in the .concentr$t$S mad on 1a oratory S oal • 
.. et cl.an1~ .,.ar1ec1 trom 69.0 to 70.0'$ :el

• • ~.rl00 above, aDd 
S102 and Al~Os con.t1tute t~ balance w1th a ral10 of Sl02/AlSO! 
ot a bout 4/1. 

5. M fe •• aapl,ta of or. tabn trom 1ar1oUB different 
locatIon. ot the O~ depOsit all. aho .4 v~tuall1 the .... 
. ch.1I10&1 and. pQ781cal ohal'aobe~l.tlc.. All a" _.able to 
tr.a~.nt by the methods outl1Ded 1Q th1s r.port with 0.01'.11 
reco.e~ and grade •• outl1ned above. 

6. iiatel.aning ot the _gn.tic ooncentrate •• auld not 
be requi ed rov1ded a market 1s found for concentrates oontain
ing bet.an ~ and S% Tl0Z. 

DztJ' 01eanlng withOut tlno grindlng w111 prodW)e an iron oon
centrate oonta1nl~ 2.&_ TIOg and \\P to 68~ Fe. .. . con.ider,blA 
aavlnd 1n tl'e.t_nt O()S ta oould be _de it • muket 18 developed 
for coneentratea containIng 2-3~ lOa. 

7. fhe optimum produotion rate of oo~cent~at.e ba. not 
~ •• D aooUl'ate17 eatabllshed but it appe .• ra to be in the ord.l' 
of 1000 tons pe~ day. 

(!nd of quotation) 

~he tollo .. lag .xoer~t glva. tba pro&.lotion co.t or mag. 

netite oGDo.A'rat. plus * profit or . 2.00 pa7 ahor' ton, aa da .. lvad 

b'y W •• tern ••• p})_ The quotatIon 1 •• a follow.: 
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SELTJlBO mICE FOR Fe COJfOEN'l'RAcms lELlVRRKD 
at FloreDoe, A1'1aolla 

lQo.o'~ 
,mT CJ,;gAllIJ!! 

PRIOE 
PM! BHORT, TOlf OF QO~Cs 

Concentrate ulage 
TIt •• _., Co,,. 
PJ'oflt Deetre4 before Ir.u)O_ fax 

a~ Total 

~rt1&atloa an4 lnte~.t 

Pl'Opoae4 ~rl'" 

Coacantl'a'. laulaS
Treat_n' Co.t 

400 TPD 

frotl t De.ired before IDea. ~axe. 

S~ Total 

DepreOl.tlan. Intereat .nd ~tl •• tlQD 

PrOPO •• d trioe 

1."400 
3. 751 
2·0000 
7.11&1 

1.~82'1 

8 . '9'18 

1 ..... 00 
'.5225 
2.0000 

'1 . 9ti25 

1.8678 
I 

To the above ahould be added ttl. N1alt., Qf 0.50 to 

1.00 per tOft of cQhOentX'.t ••• 

fhe to11ow1.ra& exo.rp1 tro. ~ •• '.rn- lr1app reper' 

gt ••• thi Uld1oat.d ton. ot rtcov."abl_ oODoen1;rat. in • 8q,uue 

mile . 'thi, 1, baae4 OD results obtai aea. in tba are. tested b1 

•• tem-IA.Pl>. whlCh 1e t-loh r than the 6-.ral ave rag. obta1De4 

by SUDdn... . 4leo the ar&d. of oOQCea1irat. 1a 6~. oOJlPared 1;0 

the 6G~ u .. 4 by SUIlse.a, and app.r.nt1r tbe torUlAie , u ."pr •••• d 
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aa ahort tons. 1'he QUotat1on 13 a~ ~~oll() iU 

INDICA:rED tmSBRVES 
J • 

Yetall.urglNJ. .tudlee 1ndlcate that apPl'Oxiiaattl17 l8 tone o~ 
6% gravel au-at be =_<1 and pr()ossse4 to ob'b.ln one ton ot 
__ anet1c cO~otntrate •• aaling ~ ~'alllc iron. 

Ue1ng a 0&l«1111.t;.4 eight Qf 3281 pound. pe~ dry bank yard an'd 
... WIl1ng .... tallurgloal "00"'.17 or 80%, th1. would be equlva
lent to 10.95 bank yard, pal' tQn ot o~ oonoentra,te. 

To obta1n the '(luivaltnt of one 'on of OOAc-entrat., ali al •• of 
296 a, teet 0111d have to b escaYated to a depth 9t one 
'-'leW ' > able fe., ,.. ." lo 1aN.). On th1ft b.s18. 
one square lI11la eOA1ia1oae..,OOO to~ ot con nti'aH-,qulvalen' 
tor eaah toot, of depth (5980 t.et ,.quared @d diVided '0,. 2~8). 
rro.~bl., ~. tOl~o.1D& ~.bl. baa b.en prepare4. 0'. ,hat 

, th •• a are ~oitd.er ... ot._gn11ut4.lf tlg11r4t' ()llll' and Ar$ aubJeot to 
)levi,lon dopendlas on 1'loa content and on produot speclfic.tiona 

,~esarding contained tl0a. ' A180., ,he aCoUl'a07 o£ th ••• tigur •• 
18 coaull4m8urate wi'h the 1lO-eUl"ae7 of the suq,l1q program reoent17 
oon4uoted b7 ~~ client. . 

DBPTH II .FEKT 

1 
5 

10 
SO ' .0 
60 

TO S -
94.000 

471,000 
9.2,000 

l,Ba4,OOO 
3.708.000 
5,652,000 

' MIIB • 

Bal!e4 on tbt toreao1ng :report., var!oua dllcuaalon., 

and the wnterla ve'f17 brier tnapeot1oD or the ~roUDd, the :ollow. 

Ing oOJlmellta at-a otr.redt 

CJI.RAf; 
'l'be tt. i. a vaa t aaoUDt 01 tron in the area \Ulder eon

.1der.t1o~, but .xplo~at1on to date 11 lQad qu.teto prove the 

extent, depth, tonnag., and average reoo.erable iron oontent ot 

the enti re (iePOllt. 
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DEPTH p. L 

Drilling aIlO sarapl1n6 In $ 10 sQUar •• 118 tract ot tbe 

70 squal" ~11 •• oontrolled haa been to depth or 25 teetJ 8X6eP' 

for Oll~ hol to 4 1'e t. Th. 1 'tel' Iholted 11'011 valuea much 

fmproved at deptb. but th' relult - of th!_ one hole do not yet 

warrant extensiQD throughout the enti~ proper ·r. 

At pl'o,ent a deep hole in a()AX'oh or .. atel' 1e be1n" 

dr1lled by a r.Qvernmen~ e,eene7 • ah0't dl teo. o~t: the north ••• , 

31de ot the high q. 110. depth Qtovel' 400 teet this anow •• \1'b

stantiial mounts af aae;lutt1te, 'but the ate%:' .... 11 8 ple arG not 

au! tablJ' taken to provide an aocurate Ga.tll:Vtt. of ;tbe IUZlOWlt 01 

llagnet1te In pl c. at c.\eptb. Belo. 400 teat in tlh1a hole, JJagMtlt. 

per.tata but i . sQuiated 'with sOJlL8What lDON clay. Ir-on 9a8 

atill . bundant In the bottolll 'ot the hole on AUguat 30, wh1Gh .... 

at about 660 t6et. ~be results of th1a hOlfil are generally .n

OQuragl , but bQ tar laterally Ita re4ulte can bo projeoted 1. 

p:"Obl8aat1cal~ 

19.9 Mapa Copper OomplJl1 drl110d a nUJlber ot 

ara. in lIeareb, of coppe~. It 1. Z"WIICJ'e that; 

a con".,J'& 1e hlckneaso! irou-be.1"lng land M sra.v.l w&. cut 

by thea.' hole •• 

The Sundrlea a c1r1111na ahOwed the 0 ude salta and gravel 

to average 5.~ lro». (Fe) in the aNa te.t.d, of which 2. ot the 

al5 l'eOOV elfable. About halt of ta. ----
tr.ct, aaountlD6 ~o 5 _Qwu· •• 110 • wu riober, with fill 9atl_tecS 

recover. 1. ~tlt. oont.~t of •• ae%. The W •• tern.sn.pp ~e.ult. 

are ba.ed on a 6:1 (Pe') gravel trOlll lthloh 71 pound • . or 11'on r 
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(.bor'?) ~on •••• ~.cOf.~.d. 

'lb. abOVe". ,it,vident that there .re ,\lbetantlal 

vu1atlona i .n the reooverable -.gut1,. conteat ot the .and and. 

gravel 1n varloli. nearb,. areal. cd that .01'. cb-111.1A8 18 needed 

to outl1Ae tbe \~aot •• ber,_ operlt.tlou 111Ft b protltable. In 

d1.aou •• l~. the lIr1te:r wal advlae4 that .aTeral prom.iDg a .... _ 

are evident bJ v1.ual ex.un.at1on _4 t'hat C.l'hs.n dr7 waahe. are 

10cal1, tar l"lcl:wr tb.a the ••• raga. !here i.e al.o tbe ausse.tion 

that the aapetlte _,. be "p1,,,11h.4 1n • ~d O\\t" "a8h b7 

.ub •• qu..J).~ ra1a.aJh and tlub tlood •• 

,URSR ItXPlA)~ATIOB' 

It t. o't),t'lou8 that bbtt drilled a1'6. ~.da .ore .4 de.pe" 

hoI.. at olo.er .pao! aQd that dl-1111ng ehotlld be oarried into 

adjaoent a1'e.s. Th. amual .x~D41 t\iN tor ........ 1\t work o. 

be ua.d to a4vau\tqa to help aoco.pllah thi. it 

The dnll1ng exploration teohnlque •• plo.red b7 Mr. Sundne •• 

U ad.mlriLbl,lulte4 to this t •• tina. but l' t. undolll)te41,. expen.ive 

and the deptJh to, which blU. t7Pe ot ... »lSAa Oai1 l:Nt C8,1'1:'1.4 11 

Pl'Obla_tlo,l. 

'It alg)l' be d •• 1Pab;" to 4rill eXPIIl's...ntal auger hole. 

aloas-.lde tb Sundn ••• hele • .nd alonS'14. Qpel'at1as excavation. 

in order to tr1 to 4ev.lop an •• plI'1oa1 tao tor relating the qutckl7 

~d Cbeapl,.- t.akeh .",.". _.plea to reoOYel'able -sne,l te. 

It. ar41 ••• or the tJ'P8 ot explora'lon e.p101ed. it ahould 

be UDder .8UD.=8.4' • .,.1'1 need d1reotloll .. 

!II •. 

.. 
• > 

T.beN 1. oofta1.4tl'able ditterellOI In 'be .. oun1J ·of re

coverable _gnetite 1n U1 average .Quare mil •• a •• tblat.do bJ lIr. 
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Sundne •• and by Weatern- lDapp, but ~e ba ••• of their •• tlmate 

are so •• hat difterent 1n a nUJIber or r •• pecta. !he ~_gt 1. 

from about 1 -.11110n to 2 or JION 1I11110D. 'OM Of reocwerable 

oonoentrate ' per .quare mile to a depth of 25 t at, and tb problem 

1. to .eLlct tbe rloher traot. tor ~ltlal prOduotlaa. 

SCALS OF OPERATIOKS 

e.tem- ltnapp 4onolud d that at pre.ent prloos quoted 

for 1ron ore, the 1000ton8 per 447 r.a~nt plant appear •• oon

oaicall,. Justified on tne assumptlon that ~e ore bod7conta1na 

71 pounds ot recoverable 1ron ( .) per (abort?) ton ot .and and 

gravel In place. 

COD.equct11 a pIlot plaDt tJPt ot operatIon at a muoh 

... ller oCIQcen1arate output per dar w111 nece •• itate a ricm.r 

aagDetlt.-be.r~ .lnd tor a protltable operatIon, ~e.n.7, L1hdekusel 

and .. acolat •• belleve suoh 11 a •• liabl. at cert.in 100al1t1 ••• 

HAZARDS 

Tblre ar. two hazards to watch out tor, ~lth.r ot whloh 

oan be properl,. apprai •• d at PMaent. 

One 1. tne aaoUAt of ground oe .. nted irr.gularl,. at depth 

by hard oaliChe., AD abUDdaru,. of th1. _terlal could .erioua1,. 

interfere w11ah low- coat ~1na. 

1'ht other 1s the .-oun' ot Oxidization of tiM aagne1;lte 

Failla lit.ral17 and at 4ep'h, Which woul.d &.trect tt. 1r0l1 recove1'7 

b7 the --an.tic proo •••• 

Tt'l'A!IUJ( COJrl'BR 

The .rlMr .a advl.ed that the tl 'an1_ contel1t oal1 be 

reduoed •• t18tac\Orl11 bJ .uttlcl.nt srindlQg and dr7 -.gnetic 

cono ntratlon. 
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PAS PRODUC'1'10 

Pl10~ plant reoovel!"J operatlona have recentl,. been con

duoted at . the property and the •• h.". produced a 8ubstantial pile 

ot good-looking ~.tl0 iron c~c.ntrate •• 

BUSIBBSS ARRAlGlD1IBTS 

".ne7. Llndekua.l and a •• oclat •• have ~.oent17 le •• ed 

thl propert" fro Southwestern l~on .4 St •• l Indutl'1ea, Inc. , 

UDc»r the tenua ot an AgHeaent and. a Suppl.ment A61'ee.nt . Tbe 

wrlter ha. not .een .: cop,. ot the or1s1nal Agree.nt, but a oOPJ 

ot the recent11 executed Suppl ... nt ~e"llt 1. attached .a an 

appen41.x to tbl.report . A. provided b'J the two asr .... nt., lt 18 

the wr1ter', under8tan41Qg tbat tb. ~1alt7 paid bl Feenel, 

L1ndekuael and ... oolat •• shall be 60 oent. per ton ot concentrate. 

tor the Ill'.t 200,000 tOD.. &rut then . 1.00 'per ton trom tbare on out. 

(The original Agr_._t should. be checked to detera1ne whether thl. 

1. on a long tOil or .hort ton bula, and to make .ure that 1t 1. 

b •• ed on concentrate p~duction ot a apao1tled grad •• ) 

.v.eMf, L1D4eku&el and ••• 001ate. propo.e to p"oduce 11& -

!Mat1te concentrate. tl'oa the propertj' and to "due. thea '0 .pa • 

iron b1 the eo-oalle4 Madara. prooe.a. Fo~ thi. purpo.e tblJ have 

oontraoted with Jul1ua D. -.dara. and Madara. Oorporation tor \l8e 

ot the prooe.s and tor a .ert.tn o~e reduot,lon pIlot plant now 

at Lens'lle., Tex... A coP1 ot thi. agree.D.' (which was .igned by 

Lind_kulal and dara. 1D the writer l • ott ice on Sept.-ber 1, 1960) 

1. attached a8 an appendix to thl ... aport . 

It w1l1 D. note4 tha' .a a coD41tlon ot thla asree .. nt, 

a oorporation to be •• ' up b7 Fe'nel, £1n4ekugel and a.aooiatea 
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shall bave an exclusive ~lgbt to lieenee t~ ~.e ot the Xadar •• 

proc ••• 113 Arlzona (o.nlJ) # provided: 

1. Soutb~.8t.rn Iron and ste 1 Indutrle._ Inc • 

• 881gna ita licen •• to uee and sub-lic.nae t1-. 

adara. proce.. to thl. corporat1on, aDd 

2 • . That, atte%' '.,0 ,.ear~, onl,. .a 10 .a the new 

oorporatlon ".xpand. produotlon and adda taollltl ••••••• 

•• ••• ••• long as a protli:able Mrket deyelop. tor 

sponge 11'01) or piS iron 01' at •• l w. 

Tn! NClulr .. n.' ot oontinuous expanalon could prove 

bUl'c1enao. and mould be aGdltle4. 

It 14 dlttlcult to analy •• the prope~ 1 and tha projeo' 

at tbe pre.ent ,tage ot 1t. developmen\. ~ writer 1. general11 

opt1m1.tl0 but tnol1bea to thl v1e. that a .. all-tonnage pllot 

plant tor concentrate product1on "7 tur.n out to be a hlgh- ooat 

operation. 

everthele •• , the abowlng 1. ao large that 1t .arrant 

adequate exploration and lnv •• tlgat1on. 

Scottadale, Ar1 sona 
Septeaber 7, 1960 

c.?l~~ 
E. H. P IBBAIBR 
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SUPPLEMENT AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 

SOUTHWESTERN IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 

AND 

PATRICK FEENEY AND ASSOCIATES 

DATED JULY 14, 1960 
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PATRICK FEENEY AND MARNEL LINDEKUGEL 
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AND 

MADARAS CORPORATION 
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BiographY-Julius D. Madaras 

Julius D. Madaras, inventor of the Madaras Ore Reduction process, was born in Hungary 
on April 10, 1894. 

Studying engineering subjects in Paris, he was caught in the web of World War I and 
with 1200 scientists, artists, writers, engineers and explorers was interned on the island 
of Corsica. The four and a half years in the company of such illustrious associates 
greatly contributed to his scientific knowledge and his interest in the humanities. 
On his release he attended courses on engineering and scientific subjects in Zurich and 
later in Berlin. 

Returning to Hungary in 1920, he came to the attention of the American General 
Bandholz, High Commissioner of the Allied Forces then occupying the country. Through 
the General's personal interest in Madaras and his scientific career, Madaras was able to 
come to the United States and continue his studies at Michigan State University and at 
the University of Michigan. 

Soon after arriving in the United States he founded the American Hungarian Foundation 
for the purpose of bringing scientists and engineers together from both countries to work 
on problems of mutual scientific and cultural interests. Through this philanthropic activity 
he was able to meet leading American scientists, economists, university and college presi
dents, statesmen, churchmen and leading businessmen. 

In 1924, he came to the attention of Henry Ford who set him to work on assembly line 
and production problems, with a view to simplifying these and allied activities. 

Later, he joined Allied Engineers, Jackson, Michigan. This organization handled the 
engineering work for the Commonwealth and Southern power and gas utility groups. 
This gave him an opportunity to advance his work on the Madaras Rotor Power Plant 
and to meet important power utility executives. The process involved the generation of 
electric power from the wind through the use of giant rotating cylinders mounted on flat 
cars set on a circular railroad track. The seven largest utility companies in the country 
were impressed and financed a two thousand kilowatt unit. Tests proved 30 per cent beyond 
expectation. The process seemed destined for commercial production, but along came 
1933-bank closures and the collapse of five of the seven utility companies involved. 

Recognizing his ability and original approach to power problems, Dr. Oswaldo Aranha, 
then the Brazilian ambassador to the United States, was instrumental in having his 
government invite Madaras to Brazil to study its power problems. 

While Brazil was rich in high-grade iron ore and other ore deposits, like in other South 
American countries, there was a complete lack of essential coking coal. The problem led 
Madaras to invent his process for reducing iron ore directly through use of natural gas. 
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erating equipment. The hot gas is passed upward through the ore. Some of the used 
gas is regenerated and recirculated. This process is adaptable only to ores of special 
hardness and grain. The use of electric power is excessive and the cost of equipment 
is high. The plant capacity is limited to well below 100 tons of iron per day. 

The Fluidized Bed 

This is a gaseous reduction process. The ore is reduced in powdered form. The hot 
hydrogen is passed upward through the powdered ore which is maintained in a 
suspended agitated state. When hydrogen is used, the reaction is very cooling, the 
temperature is low where the heat efficiency is very low. If carbon monoxide is 
mixed into the gas it usually cracks into CO2 and carbon which chokes the furnace 
and stops the whole operation. The control of heat and gas is difficult, the reduction 
is slow and usually incomplete unless excessive amount of gas is circulated through 
the ore. Nevertheless, several steel companies are experimenting with it. It is still 
in a laboratory stage. 

The Herreshoff Furnace 

This furnace has been tried for reducing iron ore with hydrogen during the War by 
a combination comprising the U.S. Bureau of Mines, two engineering organizations 
and two steel companies. Conducted at Government expense the process never real1y 
reduced iron. The very nature of this furnace is such that it is adapted for oxidizing 
the ore which is exactly the opposite of removing the oxygen from the ore. 

Hoganas Process (Carbonaceous) 

Crushed iron ore is mixed with coke or charcoal and charged into small open con
tainers made from clay or stain1ess steel. A large number of such containers (usually 
hundreds of them) are placed on small cars. A whole chain of such cars is pushed 
through a tunnel that is fired into, similar to a brick burning tunnel. As the ore 
becomes heated it is reduced. 

In this process the plant investment as well as the maintenance of the containers 
(saggers) is excessive, the plant capacity is smal1, the reduction of ore is incomplete. 
The Madaras licensee in Mexico had been using this process untIl the Madaras process 
plant was installed, whereupon the Hoganas furnace was dismantled and removed. 

Miscellaneous Methods 

Among other ore reduction methods is the R-N process. This is a further develop
ment of the Krupp-Renn process. The Esso-Little process is a fluidized bed, ore 
reduction process utilizing a higher temperature than the H-il'on process. 

Still another, the Udy process partially reduces the ore in separate equipment 
and finishes the reduction in an electric carbonacious smelting furnace. 

Where special problems exist and where high original plant costs and high operating 
costs are not a deterrent factor, these processes, on a limited scale, more or less 
accomplish their purpose. 
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Methods of Ore Reduction 

The iron is always reduced from the ore with reducing gas. This is always carbon monoxide (CO) and 
hydrogen (Hz). The whole basic chemistry of reducing iron ore is removing the oxygen of the oxidized 
iron by combining (burning) the oxygen with CO and Hz. The burned product is COz and H 20. 

In nature the iron is combined with the oXygen in two forms: Fe203 which is called hematite and F e304 
called magnetite. The latter has about 50% of the magnetism of the fully reduced iron, while the former 
has no magnetism. In some ores the iron is combined with sulphur. 

In general, iron is made by-
(1) Smelting in the blast furnace and in electric furnace; (2) Mixing the ore with carbon and heating 

the mixture externally or in a rotating kiln. This method is called carbonaceous reduction which also 
includes the electric smelting; (3) Reducing the ore with gas (CO and Hz). The reducing gas is formed 
separately and is circulated through ore. This is the gaseous reduction method. The Madaras process 
belongs in this group. 

Krupp-Renn Process (Carbonaceous) 

This process utilizes the rotating horizontal cement kiln for reducing the ore. A 
mixture of iron ore, coal and coke and limestone is charged through one end of a 
rotating kiln. Through the opposite end gas, oil or powdered coke is fired into the 
retort. As the charge becomes heated the ore is reduced. By adjusting the tempera
ture in the furnace, the reduced iron becomes semi-fluid and forms beads or 
glomerules. The gangue and flux form slag clinkers in which the iron beads are 
imbedded. The whole charge is then cooled in water, broken up and the iron is 
extracted by magnets. 

The plant cost is high (four times the cost of the Madaras process), fuel is excessive 
and expensive, thermal efficiency is low, the iron absorbs too much sulphur from 
the fuel. Maintenance of the refractory lining of the kiln is high. 

This process has been adopted and developed for handling a particular type of 
low-grade granular ore where the gangue is mostly self-fluxing and is not amenable 
to easy or economic concentration. 

Electric Smelting (Carbonaceous Process) 

A mixture of iron ore, coke and limestone is charged into a stack type furnace. At 
the bottom of the furnace there are electrodes reaching into the furnace at an angle. 
The electric power provides the heat for the carbonaceous reduction and for melting 
the reduced iron and the gangue which forms molten slag with the flux. 

Characteristics: It requires 2400-2500 kw Ihrs. to make a ton of pig iron. That is 
about five times the power it takes to melt a ton of steel from cold scrap. The cost 
of power and of electrodes is excessive and practically prohibitive except at places 
where the power rate is very low and the high-priced steel products will absorb the 
high cost of power, electrodes and maintenance. Even at a high cost, this process is 
suitable only to small operation. 

The Wiberg Process 

This process reduces the iron ore with reducing gas. The plant consists mainly of a 
very tall stack approximately 100 ft. high, with 5-6 ft. thick wall and of gas regen-
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was a patriotic duty. Then, gradually, I received other confirming reports from engineers 
of recognized ability, with a reaffirming report from Giffels & Vallet on costs in producing 
sponge iron under the process and the cost of melting the sponge iron derived therefrom 
in electric furnace and, lastly, the report of Dr. Karl T. Compton, who, as you know, is 
the acknowledged leading scientist in the field of engineering. As a result of these supporting 
letters and reports many of my colleagues, to whom I had generally explained the process, 
became more and more interested from the standpoint of National defense and the economy 
of the country, and have indicated their support of the process. 

In my service of 45 years, I have seen much history in the making. Scientific, industrial, 
economic and social history has always been made by the individuals who have been 
doing the new "impossible" things while the crowd in the grandstand has remained 
passive and exclaimed "it cannot be done". We need the new things. The greatness of 
this country is built on the individuals who do things. In this instance, I believe Mr. 
Madaras has accomplished something that will inure to the great benefit of our country. 

I again respectfully suggest and urge, in view of the clarification of the Bureau of 
Standards' first and second reports, that you act favorably in the matter at this time. 

June 30, 1951 
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Letter to Hon. Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. 

It is further our viewpoint that the prevailing philosophy has been to prove that the process 
will not work rather than to give it a fair chance to work. 

During this period of critical steel shortage, it is obvious to us that the appropriate 
governmental agencies must promptly take the affirmative action and I hope you will 
promptly lend your efforts in that behalf. 

November 27, 1951 

MELVIN A. PRICE, Chairman 
Special Subcommittee Investigating 
the Madaras Ore Reduction Process 

Excerpt of letter to Hon. Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce and to Hon. Oscar Chapman, Secretary 
of Interior, Washington, D. C. 

The chairman of the Metallurgical Committee of the National Academy of Sciences who, 
incidentally, depends on the steel companies for business, disregarded all favorable opinion 
of other members and, instead, delegated Arthur G. McKee & Company-the largest 
blast furnace builders, mind you-to report on the process. They found no objection to 
the soundness and economy of the process, but they reported, in effect, that the Madaras 
process would interfere with blast furnace practice and, therefore, it should not be used. 
This report was transmitted by the National Academy of Sciences as its own and, needless 
to say, Government support for the process was blocked. 

June 29, 1951 

Sincerely yours, 
(Hon.) A. J. SABATH, Chairman 
House Rules Committee 

Excerpt of letter to Hon. Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce, and to Hon. Oscar Chapman, Secre
tary of Interior, Washington, D. C. 

Before concluding I wish to add a little personal explanation how I became and stayed 
interested in the Madaras process. 

During the First and Second World Wars I devoted much time and study to various 
inventions which I considered important to the Government and to the country. At the 
outbreak of the Korean trouble I was approached by several small steel fabricators in 
my District who were almost desperate for steel. About this time a very able engineer, 
whom I have known for a long time and who never met Madaras, told me about his 
process. Shortly afterward, I met Madaras, spent several evenings with him, discussing 
the process and reading his references and brochures. Then I did some more checking of 
my own on him, his process, his associates and Giffels & Vallet, Inc., engineers, of Detroit, 
Michigan. I became convinced that giving as much help to bring this process into use 
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Preface 

Our industrial civilization is based on iron. The free and abundant use of iron means 

not only economic freedom but also national security and political power. The 

problem of iron production, therefore, is no longer only a matter of national economy, 

but also a concern of national defense and, indeed, of national survival. 

The early method of making iron was with charcoal and coke. But the iron con

tained impurities and an excessive amount of carbon, which made it unusable for 

steel making. The invention of the Bessemer process started greater production of 

steel from pig iron. After that, the advent of the open hearth made possible the 

refining and the production of better quality steel, and brought the mass production 

of steel under control. This created the present industrial age. 

With the advent of the early mass production of steel, iron was produced on a 

small scale by the undeveloped blast furnace. As the demand for iron increased, 

the size and output of the blast furnace was pushed to the limit. With the blast 

furnace, however, production of iron was tied to the coking coal which was found 

only in a few regions. The iron ore had to be transported to the source of coking coal 

hundreds or even thousands of miles, with the result that the comparatively few 

deposits of coking coal practically dominate our industrial and economic life. 

At the same time, the iron ore regions themselves are left in economic servitude 

and so to a considerable extent are most consumption areas. These areas are now 

ready for intensive industrialization, and the key is cheap steel made locally. 

For many years high grade ores were abundant, the demand for steel was small, 

and labor was cheap. Thus the production of pig iron was acceptably cheap and 

satisfactory. Now, however, the demand for steel has increased enormously at the 

same time the high grade iron ore is being exhausted. It will be costly to produce 

concentrates from low grade ores. 
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In every step of producing iron, costs are rapidly increasing, in mining, concen

trating the ore, transportation of ore and coal, and operating and maintaining the 

furnaces. Furthermore, we have exhausted most of the accumulated steel scrap and 
what is left is badly contaminated, making it even more difficult to provide a suit

able supply of melting stock for making steel. 

It has been recognized for over a hundred years that important advantages would 

accrue from a process of using gases to reduce iron ore and other oxides in quantity 

without the costs and complications inherent in the blast furnace. 

Under the pressure of economic need, in practically every industrially conscious 
country in the world, intensive research and experiments have been conducted to 

find and develop a practical ore reducing process, and great sums of money have 

been expended for this purpose. 

A few processes resulted that worked on a small scale, but all failed when tried on 

a large industrial basis. In every case, the failure has been due to difficulties that are 

so evidently inherent in the processes themselves. 

The Madaras process has succeeded where others have failed. It is a commercial 

and industrial success. It is a process that can be utilized to produce iron and steel 
in a low cost, economically-operating plant with a capacity as small as 100 tons of 

iron or steel per day to as much as 10,000 tons per day. It utilizes reducing gas made 

from natural gas, coke oven gas, oil, or from hydrocarbons extracted from low grade 

coal and lignite, for making iron from ore and other metals from their oxides. This 

process brings the centuries-old chemical production of iron under mechanical 

control in this mechanical age. 

The Madaras process additionally provides an efficient and economical method of 

melting continuously hot or cold sponge iron into highly refined steel or high quality 

pig iron. 
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witnesses, your brother Dr. Arthur Compton, was present and gave rather extensive 
testimony on the problem before the committee, the net effect of his testimony being a 
strong recommendation that the Government immediately encourage, by loan or grant, 
the erection of a 100-ton plant, it being agreed by all interested parties that a plant of 
that size would not only provide a conclusive test of all present criticisms of the process, 
but might also be self-sustaining economically. 

Referring again to Secretary Sawyer's letter of August 10 to Congressman Sabath, 
he states "in view of your great confidence in Dr. Compton, which of course I share, 
would it be agreeable to you to refer to him our correspondence and the reports that 
have been made to you and me, and ask his advice as to whether or not I should, without 
further research, authorize the expenditure of the sum requested by Madaras for the 
building of his plant at Longview?" 

(HON.) MELVIN PRICE, Chairman 
September 19, 1951 

Summation excerpt of reply of Dr. Karl T. Compton, president, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass., to letter of Ron. Melvin Price. 

Perhaps the most direct way in which I can answer the question posed in your letter of 
19 September 1951 is to say that, if I had the responsibility for making the decision, I 
would certainly approve an investment by the Government of between $2 and $3 million 
for the construction and early operation of a 100-ton Madaras plant. 

KARL T. COMPTON 

September 22, 1951 

Excerpts from the Special Subcommittee on the Madaras (Steel) Process of the Rouse Armed Services 
Committee appointed by Chairman Fred M. Vinson, February, 1951, Washington, D. C. 

On the basis of the evidence presented to the Subcommittee, it is the conclusion of the 
Subcommittee that the prospects for the success of the Madaras process sufficiently out
weigh the prospects of failure that a production development plant of 100 tons per day 
capacity should be constructed with financial assistance from the Government. 

On the basis of the foregoing conclusion, it is the recommendation of the Subcommittee 
that financial assistance to the extent of $2 Yz to $3 million in the form of a loan, grant or 
combination of the two should be given by the Government. 

November, 1951 

MELVIN PRICE, Chairman 
Special Subcommittee Investigating 
the Madaras Ore Reduction Process 

L. GARY CLEMENTE 

LERoy JOHNSON 



Excerpts from th, Report and Recommendation of the Special SubcommiHee on the 
Madaras Process (Steel) of the House Armed Services CommiHee - November 27, 1951 

The Madaras Ore Reduction Process was brought to the attention of the House Committee on Armed Services in 
February, 1951. Subsequently for the flrst time in the history of the United States Congress a special subcommittee 
was appointed to study an industrial process. Hon. Melvin A. Price was appointed chairman of this Special Sub
committee Investigating the Madaras Ore Reduction Process. Other members of the committee were Hon. L 
Gary Clemente and Hon. LeRoy Johnson. 

On the basis of the study of the process and the testimony of scientists and production experts as well as mem
bers of Congress, the committee subcommittee unanimously recommended "that flnancial assistance to the extent 
of $2.5 to $3 million in the form of a loan, grant or combination of the two should be given by the Government." 
Why this flnancial recommendation did not become a reality is shown by the transcripts of the various forms of 
opposition adoption of this far-reaching revolutionary iron reduction process encountered. 

Transcript of testimony given by Dr. Arthur H. Compton * before Special Subcommittee Investigating 
the Madaras Ore Reduction Process, September, 1951. 

Mr. Price. In the common lay language, so the ordinary man could understand it, what 
would be the advantages in this process? 

Dr. Compton. I would consider the advantages-first, the lower cost, if one can rely, as I 
believe one can, on the cost estimates made by the engineering firm of Giffels and Vallet. 

Second would be the fact that there is no scrap needed, which would make steel pro
duction go ahead without the need for obtaining scrap. 

In the third place, the process can be carried out in widely dispersed areas and need 
not be confined in the neighborhood of a combination of coking coal and iron ore. That 
would make it available to areas such as the Pacific Coast, the Mississippi Valley, the 
south coast, the northeast coast, and so on. 

There are a number of other secondary values such as, for example, the quality of the 
steel. The steel is free, thus produced, from alloys that come naturally with the scrap that 
is used. Thus to produce a steel of superior quality. That is the experience of, for example, 
the Swedes who use steel from sponge iron. Those would be typical advantages. 

*Dr. Arthur H. Compton, who with T. R. Wilson was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1927, is presently Chan
cellor of Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. As head of the University of Chicago's Metallurgical Laboratory and 
the Manhattan District's Metallurgical Project for the production of plutonium for the atomic bomb, Dr. Compton 
had well over 600 skilled metallurgists working for him. His calculations and predictions in that monumental under
taking were subsequently proved to be entirely correct. 

Excerpt of letter from Hon. Melvin Price, chairman of committee, Special Subcommittee (of House 
Armed Services Committee) to Investigate the Madaras Process. 

On August 10, 1951, Secretary of Commerce Sawyer directed a letter to Congressman 
A. J. Sabath, who has maintained a keen and continuing interest in the Madaras process, 
indicating his desire to have a Congressional Committee make an investigation which 
would be preliminary to any substantial investment of Government money in the Madaras 
process. Subsequently, Mr. Vinson, Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, 
appointed a Special Subcommittee to make further inquiry. That Subcommittee of three, 
of which I am Chairman, held its first meeting on September 17. In addition to other 
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New Type Ore Reducer Retort Developed and Tested 

Since the Bureau's investigations an entirely new type of ore reducer retort has been 
developed and tested. This retort permits the use of high reduction temperatures, extremely 
fast and uniform heating of the ore, fast circulation of the reducing gas, complete and 
efficient reduction, good temperature control and it eliminates any sticking of the reduced 
Iron. 

1. The Bureau of Mines report shows that the Madaras process utilizes reducing gases 
with full efficiency. 

2. The ore is reduced as fast as the gas is circulated throughout the charge with your 
injection method and can be accomplished in less than one hour. 

3. The melting and refining of the reduced iron is no problem whatsoever. 

January 15, 1951 

RALPH L. DOWDELL 

Professor and Head of Department of Metallurgy 
University of Minnesota 

RICHARD E. TOWNSEND 

Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering 
University of Michigan 

WILLIAM P. WOOD 

Professor of Metallurgical Engineering 
University of Michigan 

Pulsating Pressure Best Approach to Production of Sponge Iron 

The rate of reduction of iron ore with hydrogen is extremely rapid and only limited by 
the rate at which the reactants are brought together and the rate at which the products 
are removed. The use of a pulsating pressure to increase the rate factors controlling the 
reaction speed is novel and appears to be the best approach to the production of sponge 
iron. The principle appears to be sound and no doubt production rates, which are the 
chief drawback of other methods, could be reasonably high. 

Further, practically all of the hydrogen is used in the reduction process. 

Because of the low capital costs and low cost of operation the Madaras sponge iron 
process should be given further careful consideration as a means of increasing pig iron 
output as well as a scrap substitute in order to decrease operatiilg costs. 

October 10, 1950 

JOHN STUKEL, Development Engineer 
The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company 
Youngstown, Ohio 
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OHered to Finance Plant and Pay Royalty 

The Madaras Syndicate has built and tested a commercial pilot plant of about four or 
:five tons capacity in one charge. Executives and other officials of our company and our 
metallurgists witnessed tests, took samples of the sponge iron and analyzed them. As a 
result of our study of the process, we made an offer to Mr. Madaras to build at our own 
expense in our own yards a plant to produce a minimum of 100 tons of iron or steel per 
day. Our condition was that we would have an exclusive license of the Madaras invention 
in the United States for the manufacture of iron and steel used for wire products only 
and the rights to all other products would have been retained by Mr. Madaras and his 
associates. In addition to financing the plant, we also offered to pay some royalty for 
every ton of iron and steel produced. 

We regretted that Mr. Madaras and his associates did not see :fit to accept our prop
osition. 

The cost of gas and iron ore delivered in Peoria may have been one of the reasons for 
their refusal to accept our proposition, hoping to :find a more favorable location for the 
erection of their :first plant. 

January 20, 1942 

W. H. SOMMER, President 
Keystone Steel & Wire Company 
Peoria, Illinois 

May Be Means of Establishing a Sound Commercial Operation 

Where natural gas is available at low rates in localities in the proximity of hematite ores 
of sufficient volume and iron content, the Madaras process may be the means of estab
lishing a sound commercial operation. 

January 27, 1942 

A Uniform and Satisfactory Reduction of Ores 

FRANK H. ADAMS 

Vice-President and General Manager 
Surface Combustion Division of 
General Properties Company, Inc. 
Toledo, Ohio 

In tests we made we found the Madaras process using a pulsating pressure gave a uniform 
and satisfactory reduction of the ores we tested. 

January 27, 1942 

FRANK H. ADAMS 

Vice-President and General Manager 
Surface Combustion Division of 
General Properties Company, Inc. 
Toledo, Ohio 

UNITED STATES 

While iron ore deposits are scattered all over the United States, the richest area 

is in the Great Lakes region. The main source of commercial grade iron ore is, of 

course, the Mesabi Range in Minnesota. Other important sources of iron ore are 

northern New York, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Alabama, Texas, Missouri, Utah, 

Colorado and California. These commercial grade ores are being rapidly depleted. 

There are, however, huge deposits of lower grade ores from which very high 

grade ore concentrates are being made or can be made. These low grade deposits 

are expected to supply the country with iron for hundreds of years to come. 

The low grade Taconite ore deposits in the Lake Superior region are probably the 

greatest known source of such ore in the world. Elsewhere in the country, there are 

many alluvial placer deposits containing substantial amounts of iron ore. Probably 

the largest of this type is in Arizona. Here such deposits are estimated to contain 

several hundred million tons of iron oxide economically recoverable by magnetic 

concentration. 

CANADA 

Canada has large deposits of high grade as well as low grade iron ores. The large 

Labrador ore deposits as well as the central Quebec and other eastern Canada 

deposits are the most extensive. They are either already being fully exploited chiefly 

by the major United States steel companies or exploitation is being planned. 

The Lake Superior region of Canada contains much high grade ore. In addition 

there are practically inexhaustible deposits of low grade Taconite and Jasper ores. 

Many known ore deposits are located in western Canada and particularly in British 

Columbia. This province is particularly rich in minerals. And when need for more 

iron ore develops, other extensive deposits are sure to be found and exploited. 

LATIN AMERICA 

Latin America has by far the greatest share of the world's known high grade iron 

ore deposits. 

Venezuela has deposits running into hundreds of millions of tons each. Their 

exploitation is just beginning. As it is normal in mineral-rich countries, when the 

need for iron ore develops, new deposits are usually discovered far beyond present 

expectation. 
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Brazil has the richest and most extensive iron ore deposits known. It possesses 

mountains of almost pure iron oxide. There are hard as well as fine powdery ores. 

It is logical to expect that when need arises for more ore, other rich deposits will 
be discovered. 

Since there is no adequate source of coking coal in Brazil or in the neighboring 

countries, gaseous reduction is the only possible way for processing these ores into 
iron in Brazil. 

Mexico, Peru, Chile, Argentine and other Latin-American countries are all rich in 

iron ore. Many celebrated high grade deposits are known or being exploited and new 

deposits are being discovered all over these countries. 

EUROPE 

Europe has only a few rich and extensive iron ore deposits, mainly in Sweden, 
Spain, England, eastern France and some in western Germany. Low grade ores are 

scattered in many countries behind the Iron Curtain. Rich ore deposits are in 

Poland, Czechoslovakia and mainly in the southern and eastern part of Russia. 

ASIA 

In Asia the most extensive deposits of high grade iron ores are in India, China 

and Asiatic U.S.S.R. While in general the explored deposits are not as extensive and 

rich as on the American Continent, they are adequate for their need. Many of the 

Asiatic islands have rich deposits. However, the most industrial island country, 

Japan, is singularly lacking in commercial grade iron ore. 

AFRICA 

Rich iron ores are scattered in south, middle and northern parts of Africa. Liberia 
has some of the highest grade ores known. The only export is to the United States. 

Rich ore deposits have lately been discovered in Algeria. 

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND 

Australia is rich in iron ore deposits. Some of the deposits are extensively worked 

and many others are held in reserve. Until further exploration, their quantity can

not be estimated. New Zealand has vast magnetic sand deposits from which high 
grade magnetic concentrates can be easily and economically prepared. 
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May Eliminate the Problem of the Long Haul of Raw Materials 

I am familiar with the Madaras process and believe that it would be, indeed, in the interest 
of National Defense and national economy that the Government cooperate in testing the 
plant and bringing it to a logical conclusion. Evidently, the process has solved some of 
the most difficult problems in gaseous reduction of iron ore, that is, the sticking of the iron, 
handling the gas, and mechanically controlling the production of iron. Should the process 
prove to be successful, it may eliminate, in some cases at least, the problem of long haul 
of raw materials, and may quickly provide an additional source of iron (i.e.-not pig 
iron) and steel, so badly needed under the present emergency. 

March 26, 1942 

Good Standard Grades of Steel from the Sponge Iron 

BRADLEY STROUGHTON, Chief 
Heat Treating Equipment 
War Production Board 
Washington, D.C. 

We melted the sponge iron (produced by the Madaras Process) and made good standard 
grades of steel. 

November 30, 1950 

Complete Removal of Phosphorus Would be Effected 

GERALD SMITH, Manager 
Sollberger Engineering Co. 
Marshall, Texas 

If my phosphorous data are correct for the Texas and Arkansas ores, I see no serious 
objection to the use of the basic electric furnace for remelting the reduced iron and virtually 
complete removal of the phosphorus would be effected in that process. 

January 9, 1951 

Provides a Sound Basis for an Industrial Process 

KARL L. FETTERS 

Ass't to the Vice-President 
in Charge Operations 
Youngstown Steel and Tube Co., 
Youngstown, Ohio 

His (Madaras) ability to make sponge iron has not been questioned ... he has operated 
in a manner which could be considered as sufficiently advanced to provide a sound basis 
for an industrial process. 

June 19, 1951 
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Soundness of Process Demonstrated 

We have followed the progress and development of your process from the time of testing 
your pilot plant at the University of Michigan. The soundness of your process was soon 
demonstrated .... 

June 16, 1947 

Should Succeed on a Larger Scale 

WILLIAM R. WOOD 

Prof. of Metallurgical Engineering 

RICHARD E. TOWNSEND 

Asst. Prof. of Chemical Engineering 
University of Michigan 

Under my supervision, a semi-continuous process was developed whereby this molten 
sponge iron was melted in an electric arc furnace of orthodox design, the molten iron 
was refined and made into steels of various commercial compositions. These steels had 
entirely normal properties. All technical difficulties were apparently overcome ... I see 
no reason why it (the process) should not succeed technically on a larger scale. 

January 20, 1942 

Have Made Very Good Grade Steel from the Sponge Iron 

C. E. SIMS, Supervising Metallurgist 
Battle Memorial Institute 
Industrial and Scientific Research 
Columbus, Ohio 

I have melted several charges of sponge iron produced by Southwestern Metals, one from 
Texas ores as well as Minnesota ores. We have made very good grade standard steel from 
the sponge iron and made standard steel castings for the market. I feel certain ... that 
sponge iron can be melted economically in any desired commercial quantity. 

W. E. LINVILLE 

Sollberger Engineering Co., Inc. 
November 16, 1950 Marshall, Texas 

Convinced of Practicability of Madaras Process 

For the past few years we have melted a large quantity of sponge iron produced by the 
Madaras process in our electric furnaces. 

We are convinced of the practicability of the Madaras Process and feel that it will soon 
take place in the industry of the nations. 

November 23,1950 
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Roy E. HEARNE 

Executive Vice-President 
East Texas Electric Steel Co., Inc. 
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Comments and Testimonials on Process 

Operation Proceeded Smoothly 

The Bureau of Mines' tests at Longview, Texas, have demonstrated that reformed 
Texas natural gas can be produced and can be used in the plant of the Madaras Steel 
Corporation for the reduction of Texas iron ore to sponge iron. This sponge iron was 
melted in a commercial electric furnace with a recovery of 96% of the total iron which 
operation proceeded smoothly and without difficulty. 

November 29, 1943 

Offers to Build Plant at Own Expense 

R. R. SAYERS, Director 
Bureau of Mines 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 

As a result of our study of the process, we made an offer to Mr. Madaras to build at our 
own expense in our own yards a plant to produce a minimum of 100 tons of iron or steel 
a day. 

January 20, 1942 

No Other Process Provides this Mechanical Control 

W. H. SOMMER, President 
Keystone Steel & Wire Company 
Peoria, Ill. 

The process (Madaras Ore Reduction) is of utmost simplicity and its operation is se1£
evident. It not only eliminates the troublesome sticking of iron ore, the nightmare of all 
other processes, and operates with good gas efficiency, but it can also operate on almost 
any scale as fast as the gas is pumped through the ore with that particular changing 
pressure that forms the basis of the process. In other words, this process produces iron as 
fast as the gas is pumped through the ore. This mechanical control of production of iron, 
in my opinion, is an essential and most desirable feature of any industrial plant and no 
other process has been able to provide this mechanical control. 

March 26, 1942 
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automatically and need no refractory lining; efficient gas cracker; method of quick 
heating of ore and automatic heat control and other operations. Complete demon
strations were made to a large group of delegates from many steel and engineering 
companies. This demonstration included all operations: ore handling, heating and 
reducing, gas cracking, heat control, melting the produced sponge iron and making 
steel from it. 

1949 Building a large plant. Buildings and other facilities were extended or added, large 
land industrial size gas cracker and large ore reducers were added and tested. The cost of 
950 this step alone amounted to over $300,000.00. Through this work all new equipment 

and operations were fully worked out on an industrial scale. 

1953 Contract with Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. of Monterrey, Mexico. License was granted 
to Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. (HYLSA) for the use of the Madaras processes. The 
first plant produced about 35 tons of iron a day. 

The plant was designed, erected, and the operating crew trained, and the efficient 
melting of the sponge iron was worked out under the supervision of Julius D. Madaras. 

In 1956 the plant was enlarged to produce 250 tons of iron per day and work is 
now in progress to expand the plant capacity to produce 500-600 tons of iron per 
day. Mter this, still further increase is contemplated. 

1956 Formation of Madiron, Inc. This new company was formed to finance the expansion 
of the plant at Longview. New gas reforming and gas recirculating equipment was 
added. 

Controls for temperature and quality of gas were installed. A large new retort to 
reduce 10 tons of iron in one charge was erected. Many carloads of ore from Texas, 
Venezuela, Tucson and other places were reduced under the supervision of various 
interested steel companies and sponge iron was melted in their own large commercial 
electric furnaces. At least 40 delegates from various steel companies witnessed 
tests. All phases of the Madaras industrial plant of any desired capacity have been 
worked out to design, erect and operate any size commercial plant. 

1957 Substantial additions were made to the plant at Longview, Texas. Catalytic gas 
reforming, super reforming and gas recirculating equipment were added on a scale 
that is considered industrial. A large ore reducing retort was installed to make 
over ten tons of iron in one charge. This size retort is large enough for a 200-ton a 
day iron plant. 

In these units several types of iron ores in lumpy and pelletized forms from the 
United States, South America and Canada were reduced. Hundreds of tons of 
sponge iron were made for a number of steel companies under their supervision. 
These steel companies melted the sponge iron in their own large industrial furnaces 
with excellent results and stated that the Madaras process is ready for industrial 
plants of any desired capacity. 
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The Madaras process makes iron and steel with reducing gas directly from the iron 

ore. No coke is needed to reduce the iron from the ore, nor is scrap necessary to 

make steel from the iron. 

The reducing gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) is economically obtained with 

standard equipment from natural gas, oil, low-grade coal or lignite, whichever is 

more readily available in any particular region. 

A plant based on this process costs about one-fourth or less of the cost of the blast 

furnace and coke oven of the same iron capacity. In addition, there is much saving 

on fuel, labor, maintenance and capital charges. In many regions the total savings 

can amount to from $20.00 to $25.00 or more per ton of producing steel. 

The Madaras plant can be built and operated commercially and profitably on a 

small or large scale ranging from 50 tons of iron a day to any desired capacity. 

The process can use low-grade iron ore deposits not usable in the blast furnace 

but, of course, the higher grade ores are desirable for maximum savings in ore 

reduction. 

The Madaras process works as follows: 

A steel pressure retort is filled with cold or hot crushed iron ore or iron ore pellets 

and sealed gas-tight. Hot reducing gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) is injected 

into the retort through an exclusively designed inlet valve. The gas mixture pene

trates the whole mass of ore. The hot reducing gas reacts instantaneously with the 

iron oxide, combining with its share of oxygen. The exhaust valve is opened, and the 

spent gas is discharged. By automatically alternately opening and closing the two 

valves, fresh reducing gas is passed through the whole mass of ore in a pulsating 

manner until all the oxygen is carried out and the iron ore is reduced. 

In further explanation, the hydrogen (H2 ) burns with the oxygen to form H20 
or water vapor. The CO burns into CO2, The H 20 (steam) is condensed out of the 

exhaust gas. The remaining gas of the H 2, CO and CO2 is mixed with fresh hydro

carbon gas and is passed through a gas reformer. Here the CO2 is reformed to 2CO, 

according to the formula of CO2 + CH4 = 2CO + 2H2 • The heated reformed gas is 
recirculated through the ore. At an early stage of reduction the reducing gas oxidizes 

almost completely to CO2 and H 20 and is exhausted into the atmosphere. In this 

manner the reducing gas is handled in a closed circuit and is almost completely 

utilized. In an industrial operation, from 6 to 8 charges of ore may be reduced in 

each retort in a 24-hour day. 
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MADARAS ORE REDUCTION PROCESS 

Gas Recirculation System 

The bottom row of the diagram illustrates the gas cleaning and recirculating system. The spent 
gas, as exhausted from the retort, contains some dust and much CO2 and H20. The dust is removed 
by a cyclone separator and dust filter and the water vapor is removed through a quench tower. 

The remaining unreacted CO, H2 and CO2 is recompressed and with the added CH" gas is 
passed through the hot Super Reformer where it is regenerated into 2CO and 2H2 and is passed 
through the Retort. Thus, the reducing gas is practically completely utilized. 

Mter reduction the sponge iron is dumped from the Retort as shown at left, the Retort is 
filled again with another charge of ore and is reconnected into the gas circuit. 

The iron ore is charged into the Retort, illustrated at the left of the diagram. 
The natural gas or oil gas is mixed with steam and passed through a standard, commercial gas 

Reformer making a gas mixture of CO, H2, CO2, CH" and H20 (steam). The H20 is condensed 
through in water quench tower. 

The reformed gas with its CO2 content is passed through the hot Super Reformer where the 
CO2 and CH" form 2CO and 2H2. This mixture of hot reducing gases at 1700°-2000° F. will pass 
through the ore in the Retort in a pulsating manner. 
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Chronology of Development of Process 

1936 Invention. The Madaras process was invented and the theoretical factors worked 
out by Julius D. Madaras in Brazil while working on power problems by invitation 
of the Brazilian Government. 

1937 Syndicate. A syndicate called Madaras Ore Reduction Project was formed to finance 
the development and tests of the process and to carryon all activities in an organized 
way. Members were a group of businessmen and engineers. 

1937 Laboratory tests. At the University of Michigan extensive laboratory tests and 
development work were carried out with ores from different parts of the world. The 
University report stated in effect that the process is sound and efficient, it works 
and overcame all difficulties inherent in other processes. (See Brochure, Univ. of 
Mich. report pages 12-14.) 

1938 Pilot plant test. A commercial pilot test unit was built and tested at Peoria, Ill. This 
unit reduced 5 tons of ore in one charge. It worked well and established the sound
ness of the process on a larger scale. (See letter Mr. W. H. Sommer, Pres. Keystone 
Steel & Wire Co.) 

1939 A further pilot unit of modified design was tested to obtain design factors for larger 
commercial units. This unit also worked equally well for treating tin ores. (See 
letters from Surface Combustion Corporation, Battelle Memorial Institute and 
Ralph L. Dowdell.) 

1940 Industrial Unit at Longview. A commercial size unit reducing about 15 tons of ore in 
one charge was erected with compressors and all other plant equipment. Also this 
retort reduced the ore with a theoretically possible maximum efficiency and proved 
that the process works and is practical on any large scale needed by the steel industry. 
This development and test work reached into 1942. Approximately $300,000.00 
were spent on this plant and tests. 

1942 Bureau of Mines tests. The Bureau of Mines tested the plant at Longview from 1942 
to 1944. The Director of the Bureau of Mines reported that the process worked with 
maximum gas efficiency, the sponge iron melted easily and the difficulties encountered 
were only mechanical. (See letter by R. R. Sayers, Director of U. S. Bureau of 
Mines.) The Bureau's report R.I. 3925, 1946, confirmed these conclusions. The report 
also stated in effect that the plant cost will be about one-fifth of the cost of blast 
furnaces and coke ovens; that there will be great saving on fuel and that the cost of 
iron produced by the process at Longview will be about $17.00 per ton. (See R. I. 
3925, page 55.) 

1947 Southwestern Metals, Inc. was formed and resumed work. All needed new types of plant 
equipment were worked out and tested. Among them are: retorts that can operate 
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Interest in Direct Reduction Boosted 

by Cheap Natural Gas 

The rising investment cost for coke ovens and blast furnaces to smelt 

pig iron, the discovery of some extremely rich natural ores, and 

improved procedures for beneficiating lower grade iron ores have 

resulted in increased interest in the manufacture of sponge iron. 

Gradual deterioration in quality of metallurgical coking coal is further 

stimulating interest, particularly in areas where natural gas is plenti

ful and economically advantageous. 

STEEL, ,January 6, 1958 
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,. F. OL' I Director of Research 

Armco Steel Corp., Middletown, Ohio 
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The resulting hot reduced ore, that is, the hot sponge iron, * is discharged from the 

ore reducer through a large door. The sponge iron may be melted into steel or rolled 

into natural wrought iron products. By preparing the iron oxide especially for the 

purpose, the iron powder may also be produced for powder metallurgy. 

In the Madaras process the carbon content can be controlled easily within the 

limits of .005% to 5%. The sulphur found in the ore is burned out with hot air or 

carried out with the hydrogen. No impurities are added in the course of reduction. 

Iron superior to pig iron and scrap is produced. 

In all other gaseous processes, the gas is passed through the mass of ore in a 

continuous flow and the reduction depends upon the diffusion of the reducing gas 

into the pores of ore which at best is slow, inefficient and incomplete. The gas 

usually builds up channels through the ore. 

In the Madaras process the repeated injection and exhaust causes pulsation of 

the reducing gas uniformly through the whole ore body and eliminates all the 

difficulties that are inherent in other gaseous reduction processes. The process gives 

the whole ore body a pulmotor or lungs and brings the ore reduction under me

chanical control. 

All other gaseous reduction processes have adapted equipment that was designed 

and intended for other usually opposing or entirely different chemical and thermal 

operations. Contrary to this, our aim has been to give natural and free vent to the 

thermodynamic forces interacting in the reduction of iron ores with gas, and when 

necessary, discover methods, invent equipment, designs and operating techniques 

including preparing and reforming the reducing gas and melting the sponge iron, 

most of which are unique and peculiar to this process. 

*Iron is made from iron ore which is oxidized iron mixed with various amounts of sand and clay 
and other earthy impurities. The impurities are called gangue. In making iron, the oxygen is 
removed from the iron-that is, the iron is deoxidized. This operation is called reducing the ore. 
The reduced ore, therefore, is solid iron mixed with the gangue. This is called sponge iron because 
of the porous nature of the iron after the removal of the oxygen. 

The reduced ore then is melted so that the molten iron separates from the molten fluxed gangue 
which is called the slag. This really is what basically happens in the blast furnace where actually 
the ore reduces first in a solid form and then the reduced ore melts in the hot lower zone of the 
same furnace. In case of sponge iron, the reduced ore is melted in the electric arc furnace or, in 
some cases, in the cupola or open hearth. 

An ancient classical way of separating the iron from the gangue was to heat the mixture to 
glowing bright (white) heat where the clay becomes molten but the iron is still solid. The molten 
clay then is squeezed out by either hammering or by squeezing. This iron is called wrought iron. 

This wrought iron is usually soft but it becomes hard steel by carburizing. The famous Damascus 
sword was made this way, mainly from sponge iron made in India. In fact, practically all the 
steel was made by this method until the emergence of the Bessemer process. 
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MADARAS ORE REDUCTION PROCESS 

Section and End View of Retort 

On the right, the front view and the cross-section of the Retort and Retort Head are 
shown. The Retort is filled with iron ore. No unusually thick or costly construction 
is required, only a steel wall and a thin fire-brick lining. 

In the middle of the unit the Retort is provided with trunnions, these resting on a 
moving rack, to move the Retort and dump the ore automatically. 

Free swinging bolts pull the Retort tight to the pressure head. Arrows indicate 
path of reducing gas. 

On left side, the Retort is shown disconnected, ready to be recharged with ore. 
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Reference Notes 
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The Monterrey, Mexico Plant 

The first licensee of the Madaras process is Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. (HYLSA) of 
Monterrey, Mexico. This company is now making about 250 tons of high grade 
sponge iron per day and the work is on the way to expanding the plant to produce 
about 600 tons per day. The sponge iron is melted in the company's electric arc 
furnaces and the steel is rolled into sheets and strips. The quality of the products 
is exceptionally high. 

After licensing "HYLSA" by Madaras International Corporation some of the old 
equipment originally erected and tested in Longview, Texas, was sold to "HYLSA", 
moved to Monterrey and put into operation. The plant was designed by Julius D. 
Madaras and the construction of the sponge iron plant and training of personnel to 
operate the sponge iron plant and melt the sponge iron were supervised by him and 

his engineers. The major equipment and the method of operation was also outlined 
and supervised by J. D. Madaras. 

However, "HYLSA" has changed some of the gas equipment with the result that 
the gas consumption per ton of iron has increased more than twice over the gas 
consumption at our Longview plant as measured under the supervision of three 
American steel companies who also verified the log sheet of operation. 

The test retort at Longview is about one-third larger capacity than the "HYLSA" 

retorts. "HYLSA" operates three retorts at present which are, of course, mecha
nized for production. 

At first, "HYLSA" had an exclusive license for using the Madaras processes 
in Mexico. 

In December, 1957, its contract with Madaras International Corporation was 
revised to the extent that "HYLSA" has released the exclusiveness of its license in 
Mexico and retained it only for the state of Nuova Leon in which Monterrey is 
located. Furthermore, "HYLSA" has paid a substantial amount in a lump sum to 
retain the Madaras license. 
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The Madaras Ore Reduction Plant 
(Illustrated) 
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The Madaras Ore Reduction Plant 
I Iron ore pile. 

2 Ore conveyor system. 

3 Reducing retort discharging reduced ore. 

4 Gas heater and super reformer. 

S Gas "'ter for removing dust from recirculated gas. 

6 Gas receiver and desulphurizer. 

7 Compressor room and analytical laboratory. 
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THE Madaras plant comprises compact, standardized 
units that easily can be manufactured in multiples 

and assembled and installed economically, at compara
tively low cost, near the source of the ore or as a supple
ment to present existing plants. 

In many regions it will be far more economical to 
make iron near the source of ore with gas and process 

n 
1 

it either into pig iron and steel ingots at site or to ship 
the sponge iron to the existing melting and refining 
furnaces. With the Madaras Ore Reduction Plant it is 
possible to utilize numerous substantial ore deposits 
that are not economically suitable for present methods 
either because of their location or because of their 
physical and chemical composition. 

The process can bring about the decentralization of 
the production of iron and steel. It will free the pro
duction of iron from coking coal. It will serve national 
defense, national economy and conservation of natural 
resources. It is the modern answer to the critical steel 
producing problems of the day, not the least of which 
are the continually mounting plant and labor costs. 
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BiographY-Julius D. Madaras 

Julius D. Madaras, inventor of the Madaras Ore Reduction process, was born in Hungary 
on April 10, 1894. 

Studying engineering subjects in Paris, he was caught in the web of World War I and 
with 1200 scientists, artists, writers, engineers and explorers was interned on the island 
of Corsica. The four and a half years in the company of such illustrious associates 
greatly contributed to his scientific knowledge and his interest in the humanities. 
On his release he attended courses on engineering and scientific subjects in Zurich and 
later in Berlin. 

Returning to Hungary in 1920, he came to the attention of the American General 
Bandholz, High Commissioner of the Allied Forces then occupying the country. Through 
the General's personal interest in Madaras and his scientific career, Madaras was able to 
come to the United States and continue his studies at Michigan State University and at 
the University of Michigan. 

Soon after arriving in the United States he founded the American Hungarian Foundation 
for the purpose of bringing scientists and engineers together from both countries to work 
on problems of mutual scientific and cultural interests. Through this philanthropic activity 
he was able to meet leading American scientists, economists, university and college presi
dents, statesmen, churchmen and leading businessmen. 

In 1924, he came to the attention of Henry Ford who set him to work on assembly line 
and production problems, with a view to simplifying these and allied activities. 

Later, he joined Allied Engineers, Jackson, Michigan. This organization handled the 
engineering work for the Commonwealth and Southern power and gas utility groups. 
This gave him an opportunity to advance his work on the Madaras Rotor Power Plant 
and to meet important power utility executives. The process involved the generation of 
electric power from the wind through the use of giant rotating cylinders mounted on flat 
cars set on a circular railroad track. The seven largest utility companies in the country 
were impressed and financed a two thousand kilowatt unit. Tests proved 30 per cent beyond 
expectation. The process seemed destined for commercial production, but along came 
1933-bank closures and the collapse of five of the seven utility companies involved. 

Recognizing his ability and original approach to power problems, Dr. Oswaldo Aranha, 
then the Brazilian ambassador to the United States, was instrumental in having his 
government invite Madaras to Brazil to study its power problems. 

While Brazil was rich in high-grade iron ore and other ore deposits, like in other South 
American countries, there was a complete lack of essential coking coal. The problem led 
Madaras to invent his process for reducing iron ore directly through use of natural gas. 
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erating equipment. The hot gas is passed upward through the ore. Some of the used 
gas is regenerated and recirculated. This process is adaptable only to ores of special 
hardness and grain. The use of electric power is excessive and the cost of equipment 
is high. The plant capacity is limited to well below 100 tons of iron per day. 

The Fluidized Bed 

This is a gaseous reduction process. The ore is reduced in powdered form. The hot 
hydrogen is passed upward through the powdered ore which is maintained in a 
suspended agitated state. When hydrogen is used, the reaction is very cooling, the 
temperature is low where the heat efficiency is very low. If carbon monoxide is 
mixed into the gas it usually cracks into CO2 and carbon which chokes the furnace 
and stops the whole operation. The control of heat and gas is difficult, the reduction 
is slow and usually incomplete unless excessive amount of gas is circulated through 
the ore. Nevertheless, several steel companies are experimenting with it. It is still 
in a laboratory stage. 

The Herreshoff Furnace 

This furnace has been tried for reducing iron ore with hydrogen during the War by 
a combination comprising the U.S. Bureau of Mines, two engineering organizations 
and two steel companies. Conducted at Government expense the process never really 
reduced iron. The very nature of this furnace is such that it is adapted for oxidizing 
the ore which is exactly the opposite of removing the oxygen from the ore. 

Hoganas Process (Carbonaceous) 

Crushed iron ore is mixed with coke or charcoal and charged into small open con
tainers made from clay or stain1ess steel. A large number of such containers (usually 
hundreds of them) are placed on small cars. A whole chain of such cars is pushed 
through a tunnel that is fired into, similar to a brick burning tunnel. As the ore 
becomes heated it is reduced. 

In this process the plant investment as well as the maintenance of the containers 
(saggers) is excessive, the plant capacity is small, the reduction of ore is incomplete. 
The Madaras licensee in Mexico had been using this process untIl the Madaras process 
plant was installed, whereupon the Hoganas furnace was dismantled and removed. 

Miscellaneous Methods 

Among other ore reduction methods is the R-N process. This is a further develop
ment of the Krupp-Renn process. The Esso-Little process is a fluidized bed, ore 
reduction process utilizing a higher temperature than the H-iron process. 

Still another, the Udy process partially reduces the ore in separate equipment 
and finishes the reduction in an electric carbonacious smelting furnace. 

Where special problems exist and where high original plant costs and high operating 
costs are not a deterrent factor, these processes, on a limited scale, more or less 
accomplish their purpose. 
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Methods of Ore Reduction 

The iron is always reduced from the ore with reducing gas. This is always carbon monoxide (CO) and 
hydrogen (H2)' The whole basic chemistry of reducing iron ore is removing the oxygen of the oxidized 
iron by combining (burning) the oxygen with CO and H 2 • The burned product is CO2 and H 20. 

In nature the iron is combined with the oxygen in two forms: F e20. which is called hematite and F e304 
called magnetite. The latter has about 50% of the magnetism of the fully reduced iron, while the former 
has no magnetism. In some ores the iron is combined with sulphur. 

In general, iron is made by-
(1) Smelting in the blast furnace and in electric furnace; (2) Mixing the ore with carbon and heating 

the mixture externally or in a rotating kiln. This method is called carbonaceous reduction which also 
includes the electric smelting; (3) Reducing the ore with gas (CO and Hz). The reducing gas is formed 
separately and is circulated through ore. This is the gaseous reduction method. The Madaras process 
belongs in this group. 

Krupp-Renn Process (Carbonaceous) 

This process utilizes the rotating horizontal cement kiln for reducing the ore. A 
mixture of iron ore, coal and coke and limestone is charged through one end of a 
rotating kiln. Through the opposite end gas, oil or powdered coke is fired into the 
retort. As the charge becomes heated the ore is reduced. By adjusting the tempera
ture in the furnace, the reduced iron becomes semi-fluid and fonDS beads or 
glomerules. The gangue and flux form slag clinkers in which the iron beads are 
imbedded. The whole charge is then cooled in water, broken up and the iron is 
extracted by magnets. 

The plant cost is high (four times the cost of the Madaras process), fuel is excessive 
and expensive, thermal efficiency is low, the iron absorbs too much sulphur from 
the fuel. Maintenance of the refractory lining of the kiln is high. 

This process has been adopted and developed for handling a particular type of 
low-grade granular ore where the gangue is mostly self-fluxing and is not amenable 
to easy or economic concentration. 

Electric Smelting (Carbonaceous Process) 

A mixture of iron ore, coke and limestone is charged into a stack type furnace. At 
the bottom of the furnace there are electrodes reaching into the furnace at an angle. 
The electric power provides the heat for the carbonaceous reduction and for melting 
the reduced iron and the gangue which forms molten slag with the flux. 

Characteristics: It requires 2400-2500 kw Ihrs. to make a ton of pig iron. That is 
about five times the power it takes to melt a ton of steel from cold scrap. The cost 
of power and of electrodes is excessive and practically prohibitive except at places 
where the power rate is very low and the high-priced steel products will absorb the 
high cost of power, electrodes and maintenance. Even at a high cost, this process is 
suitable only to small operation. 

The Wiberg Process 

This process reduces the iron ore with reducing gas. The plant consists mainly of a 
very tall stack approximately 100 ft. high, with 5-6 ft. thick wall and of gas regen-
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was a patriotic duty. Then, gradually, I received other confirming reports from engineers 
of recognized ability, with a reaffirming report from Giffels & Vallet on costs in producing 
sponge iron under the process and the cost of melting the sponge iron derived therefrom 
in electric furnace and, lastly, the report of Dr. Karl T. Compton, who, as you know, is 
the acknowledged leading scientist in the field of engineering. As a result of these supporting 
letters and reports many of my colleagues, to whom I had generally explained the process, 
became more and more interested from the standpoint of National defense and the economy 
of the country, and have indicated their support of the process. 

In my service of 45 years, I have seen much history in the making. Scientific, industrial, 
economic and social history has always been made by the individuals who have been 
doing the new "impossible" things while the crowd in the grandstand has remained 
passive and exclaimed "it cannot be done". We need the new things. The greatness of 
this country is built on the individuals who do things. In this instance, I believe Mr. 
Madaras has accomplished something that will inure to the great benefit of our country. 

I again respectfully suggest and urge, in view of the clarification of the Bureau of 
Standards' first and second reports, that you act favorably in the matter at this time. 

June 30, 1951 
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Letter to Hon. Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. 

It is further our viewpoint that the prevailing philosophy has been to prove that the process 
will not work rather than to give it a fair chance to work. 

During this period of critical steel shortage, it is obvious to us that the appropriate 
governmental agencies must promptly take the affirmative action and I hope you will 
promptly lend your efforts in that behalf. 

November 27, 1951 

MELVIN A. PRICE, Chairman 
Special Subcommittee Investigating 
the Madaras Ore Reduction Process 

Excerpt of letter to Hon. Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce and to Hon. Oscar Chapman, Secretary 
of Interior, Washington, D. C. 

The chairman of the Metallurgical Committee of the National Academy of Sciences who, 
incidentally, depends on the steel companies for business, disregarded all favorable opinion 
of other members and, instead, delegated Arthur G. McKee & Company-the largest 
blast furnace builders, mind you-to report on the process. They found no objection to 
the soundness and economy of the process, but they reported, in effect, that the Madaras 
process would interfere with blast furnace practice and, therefore, it should not be used. 
This report was transmitted by the National Academy of Sciences as its own and, needless 
to say, Government support for the process was blocked. 

June 29, 1951 

Sincerely yours, 
(Hon.) A. J. SABATH, Chairman 
House Rules Committee 

Excerpt of letter to Hon. Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce, and to Hon. Oscar Chapman, Secre
tary of Interior, Washington, D. C. 

Before concluding I wish to add a little personal explanation how I became and stayed 
interested in the Madaras process. 

During the First and Second World Wars I devoted much time and study to various 
inventions which I considered important to the Government and to the country. At the 
outbreak of the Korean trouble I was approached by several small steel fabricators in 
my District who were almost desperate for steel. About this time a very able engineer, 
whom I have known for a long time and who never met Madaras, told me about his 
process. Shortly afterward, I met Madaras, spent several evenings with him, discussing 
the process and reading his references and brochures. Then I did some more checking of 
my own on him, his process, his associates and Giffels & Vallet, Inc., engineers, of Detroit, 
Michigan. I became convinced that giving as much help to bring this process into use 
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Preface 

Our industrial civilization is based on iron. The free and abundant use of iron means 

not only economic freedom but also national security and political power. The 

problem of iron production, therefore, is no longer only a matter of national economy, 

but also a concern of national defense and, indeed, of national survival. 

The early method of making iron was with charcoal and coke. But the iron con

tained impurities and an excessive amount of carbon, which made it unusable for 

steel making. The invention of the Bessemer process started greater production of 

steel from pig iron. After that, the advent of the open hearth made possible the 

refining and the production of better quality steel, and brought the mass production 

of steel under control. This created the present industrial age. 

With the advent of the early mass production of steel, iron was produced on a 

small scale by the undeveloped blast furnace. As the demand for iron increased, 

the size and output of the blast furnace was pushed to the limit. With the blast 

furnace, however, production of iron was tied to the coking coal which was found 

only in a few regions. The iron ore had to be transported to the source of coking coal 

hundreds or even thousands of miles, with the result that the comparatively few 

deposits of coking coal practically dominate our industrial and economic life. 

At the same time, the iron ore regions themselves are left in economic servitude 

and so to a considerable extent are most consumption areas. These areas are now 

ready for intensive industrialization, and the key is cheap steel made locally. 

For many years high grade ores were abundant, the demand for steel was small, 

and labor was cheap. Thus the production of pig iron was acceptably cheap and 

satisfactory. Now, however, the demand for steel has increased enormously at the 

same time the high grade iron ore is being exhausted. It will be costly to produce 

concentrates from low grade ores. 
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In every step of producing iron, costs are rapidly increasing, in mining, concen

trating the ore, transportation of ore and coal, and operating and maintaining the 

furnaces. Furthermore, we have exhausted most of the accumulated steel scrap and 
what is left is badly contaminated, making it even more difficult to provide a suit

able supply of melting stock for making steel. 

It has been recognized for over a hundred years that important advantages would 

accrue from a process of using gases to reduce iron ore and other oxides in quantity 

without the costs and complications inherent in the blast furnace. 

Under the pressure of economic need, in practically every industrially conscious 

country in the world, intensive research and experiments have been conducted to 

find and develop a practical ore reducing process, and great sums of money have 

been expended for this purpose. 

A few processes resulted that worked on a small scale, but all failed when tried on 

a large industrial basis. In every case, the failure has been due to difficulties that are 

so evidently inherent in the processes themselves. 

The Madaras process has succeeded where others have failed. It is a commercial 

and industrial success. It is a process that can be utilized to produce iron and steel 

in a low cost, economically-operating plant with a capacity as small as 100 tons of 

iron or steel per day to as much as 10,000 tons per day. It utilizes reducing gas made 

from natural gas, coke oven gas, oil, or from hydrocarbons extracted from low grade 

coal and lignite, for making iron from ore and other metals from their oxides. This 

process brings the centuries-old chemical production of iron under mechanical 

control in this mechanical age. 

The Madaras process additionally provides an efficient and economical method of 

melting continuously hot or cold sponge iron into highly refined steel or high quality 

pig iron. 
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witnesses, your brother Dr. Arthur Compton, was present and gave rather extensive 
testimony on the problem before the committee, the net effect of his testimony being a 
strong recommendation that the Government immediately encourage, by loan or grant, 
the erection of a 100-ton plant, it being agreed by all interested parties that a plant of 
that size would not only provide a conclusive test of all present criticisms of the process, 
but might also be self-sustaining economically. 

Referring again to Secretary Sawyer's letter of August 10 to Congressman Sabath, 
he states "in view of your great confidence in Dr. Compton, which of course I share, 
would it be agreeable to you to refer to him our correspondence and the reports that 
have been made to you and me, and ask his advice as to whether or not I should, without 
further research, authorize the expenditure of the sum requested by Madaras for the 
building of his plant at Longview?" 

(HON.) MELVIN PRICE, Chairman 
September 19, 1951 

Summation excerpt of reply of Dr. Karl T. Compton, president, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass., to letter of Hon. Melvin Price. 

Perhaps the most direct way in which I can answer the question posed in your letter of 
19 September 1951 is to say that, if I had the responsibility for making the decision, I 
would certainly approve an investment by the Government of between $2 and $3 million 
for the construction and early operation of a 100-ton Madaras plant. 

KARL T. COMPI'ON 

September 22, 1951 

Excerpts from the Special Subcommittee on the Madaras (Steel) Process of the House Armed Services 
Committee appointed by Chairman Fred M. Vinson, February, 1951, Washington, D. C. 

On the basis of the evidence presented to the Subcommittee, it is the conclusion of the 
Subcommittee that the prospects for the success of the Madaras process sufficiently out
weigh the prospects of failure that a production development plant of 100 tons per day 
capacity should be constructed with financial assistance from the Government. 

On the basis of the foregoing conclusion, it is the recommendation of the Subcommittee 
that financial assistance to the extent of $2 Yz to $3 million in the form of a loan, grant or 
combination of the two should be given by the Government. 

November, 1951 
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Excerpts from the Report and Recommendation of the Special Subcommittee on the 
Madaras Process (Steel) of the House Armed Services Committee - November 27, 1951 

The Madaras Ore Reduction Pracess was brought to the attention of the Hause Committee on Armed Services in 
February, 1951. Subsequently for the flrst time in the history of the United States Congress a special subcommittee 
was appointed to study an industrial process. Han. Melvin A. Price was appointed chairman of this Special Sub
committee Investigating the Madaras Ore Reduction Process. Other members of the committee were Hon. l. 
Gary Clemente and Hon. LeRoy Johnson. 

On the basis of the study of the pracess and the testimony of scientists and productian experts as well as mem
bers of Congress, the committee subcommittee unanimously recommended "that financial assistance to the extent 
of $2.5 to $3 million in the form of a loan, grant or combination of the two should be given by the Government." 
Why this flnancial recommendation did not become a reality is shown by the transcripts of the various forms of 
opposition adoption of this far-reaching revolutionary iron reduction process encountered. 

Transcript of testimony given by Dr. Arthur H. Compton* before Special Subcommittee Investigating 
the Madaras Ore Reduction Process, September, 1951. 

Mr. Price. In the common lay language, so the ordinary man could understand it, what 
would be the advantages in this process? 

Dr. Compton. I would consider the advantages-first, the lower cost, if one can rely, as I 
believe one can, on the cost estimates made by the engineering firm of Giffels and Vallet. 

Second would be the fact that there is no scrap needed, which would make steel pro
duction go ahead without the need for obtaining scrap. 

In the third place, the process can be carried out in widely dispersed areas and need 
not be confined in the neighborhood of a combination of coking coal and iron ore. That 
would make it available to areas such as the Pacific Coast, the Mississippi Valley, the 
south coast, the northeast coast, and so on. 

There are a number of other secondary values such as, for example, the quality of the 
steel. The steel is free, thus produced, from alloys that come naturally with the scrap that 
is used. Thus to produce a steel of superior quality. That is the experience of, for example, 
the Swedes who use steel from sponge iron. Those would be typical advantages. 

'Dr. Arthur H. Compton, who with T. R. Wilson was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1927, is presently Chan
cellor of Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. As head of the University of Chicago's Metallurgical Laboratory and 
the Manhattan District's Metallurgical Project for the production of plutonium for the atomic bomb, Dr. Compton 
had well over 600 skilled metallurgists working for him. His calculations and predictions in that monumental under
taking were subsequently proved to be entirely correct. 

Excerpt of letter from Hon. Melvin Price, chairman of committee, Special Subcommittee (of House 
Armed Services Committee) to Investigate the Madaras Process. 

On August 10, 1951, Secretary of Commerce Sawyer directed a letter to Congressman 
A. J. Sabath, who has maintained a keen and continuing interest in the Madaras process, 
indicating his desire to have a Congressional Committee make an investigation which 
would be preliminary to any substantial investment of Government money in the Madaras 
process. Subsequently, Mr. Vinson, Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, 
appointed a Special Subcommittee to make further inquiry. That Subcommittee of three, 
of which I am Chairman, held its first meeting on September 17. In addition to other 
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New Type Ore Reducer Retort Developed and Tested 

Since the BurE;au's investigations an entirely new type of ore reducer retort has been 
developed and tested. This retort permits the use of high reduction temperatures, extremely 
fast and uniform heating of the ore, fast circulation of the reducing gas, complete and 
efficient reduction, good temperature control and it eliminates any sticking of the reduced 
Iron. 

1. The Bureau of Mines report shows that the Madaras process utilizes reducing gases 
with full efficiency. 

2. The ore is reduced as fast as the gas is circulated throughout the charge with your 
injection method and can be accomplished in less than one hour. 

3. The melting and refining of the reduced iron is no problem whatsoever. 

January 15, 1951 

RALPH L. DOWDELL 

Professor and Head of Department of Metallurgy 
University of Minnesota 

RICHARD E. TOWNSEND 

Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering 
University of Michigan 

WILLIAM P. WOOD 

Professor of Metallurgical Engineering 
University of Michigan 

Pulsating Pressure Best Approach to Production of Sponge Iron 

The rate of reduction of iron ore with hydrogen is extremely rapid and only limited by 
the rate at which the reactants are brought together and the rate at which the products 
are removed. The use of a pulsating pressure to increase the rate factors controlling the 
reaction speed is novel and appears to be the best approach to the production of sponge 
iron. The principle appears to be sound and no doubt production rates, which are the 
chief drawback of other methods, could be reasonably high. 

Further, practically all of the hydrogen is used in the reduction process. 

Because of the low capital costs and low cost of operation the Madaras sponge iron 
process should be given further careful consideration as a means of increasing pig iron 
output as well as a scrap substitute in order to decrease operating costs. 

October 10, 1950 

JOHN STUKEL, Development Engineer 
The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company 
Youngstown, Ohio 
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Offered to Finance Plant and Pay Royalty 

The Madaras Syndicate has built and tested a commercial pilot plant of about four or 
five tons capacity in one charge. Executives and other officials of our company and our 
metallurgists witnessed tests, took samples of the sponge iron and analyzed them. As a 
result of our study of the process, we made an offer to Mr. Madaras to build at our own 
expense in our own yards a plant to produce a minimum of 100 tons of iron or steel per 
day. Our condition was that we would have an exclusive license of the Madaras invention 
in the United States for the manufacture of iron and steel used for wire products only 
and the rights to all other products would have been retained by Mr. Madaras and his 
associates. In addition to financing the plant, we also offered to pay some royalty for 
every ton of iron and steel produced. 

We regretted that Mr. Madaras and his associates did not see fit to accept our prop
osition. 

The cost of gas and iron ore delivered in Peoria may have been one of the reasons for 
their refusal to accept our proposition, hoping to find a more favorable location for the 
erection of their first plant. 

January 20, 1942 

W. H. SOMMER, President 
Keystone Steel & Wire Company 
Peoria, Illinois 

May Be Means of Establishing a Sound Commercial Operation 

Where natural gas is available at low rates in localities in the proximity of hematite ores 
of sufficient volume and iron content, the Madaras process may be the means of estab
lishing a sound commercial operation. 

January 27, 1942 

A Uniform and Satisfactory Reduction of Ores 

FRANK H. ADAMS 

Vice-President and General Manager 
Surface Combustion Division of 
General Properties Company, Inc. 
Toledo, Ohio 

In tests we made we found the Madaras process using a pulsating pressure gave a uniform 
and satisfactory reduction of the ores we tested. 

January 27, 1942 
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FRANK H. ADAMS 

Vice-President and General Manager 
Surface Combustion Division of 
General Properties Company, Inc. 
Toledo, Ohio 

UNITED STATES 

While iron ore deposits are scattered all over the United States, the richest area 

is in the Great Lakes region. The main source of commercial grade iron ore is, of 

course, the Mesabi Range in Minnesota. Other important sources of iron ore are 

northern New York, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Alabama, Texas, Missouri, Utah, 

Colorado and California. These commercial grade ores are being rapidly depleted. 

There are, however, huge deposits of lower grade ores from which very high 

grade ore concentrates are being made or can be made. These low grade deposits 

are expected to supply the country with iron for hundreds of years to come. 

The low grade Taconite ore deposits in the Lake Superior region are probably the 

greatest known source of such ore in the world. Elsewhere in the country, there are 

many alluvial placer deposits containing substantial amounts of iron ore. Probably 

the largest of this type is in Arizona. Here such deposits are estimated to contain 

several hundred million tons of iron oxide economically recoverable by magnetic 

concentration. 

CANADA 

Canada has large deposits of high grade as well as low grade iron ores. The large 

Labrador ore deposits as well as the central Quebec and other eastern Canada 

deposits are the most extensive. They are either already being fully exploited chiefly 

by the major United States steel companies or exploitation is being planned. 

The Lake Superior region of Canada contains much high grade ore. In addition 

there are practically inexhaustible deposits of low grade Taconite and Jasper ores. 

Many known ore deposits are located in western Canada and particularly in British 

Columbia. This province is particularly rich in minerals. And when need for more 

iron ore develops, other extensive deposits are sure to be found and exploited. 

LATIN AMERICA 

Latin America has by far the greatest share of the world's known high grade iron 

ore deposits. 

Venezuela has deposits running into hundreds of millions of tons each. Their 

exploitation is just beginning. As it is normal in mineral-rich countries, when the 

need for iron ore develops, new deposits are usually discovered far beyond present 

expectation. 
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Brazil has the richest and most extensive iron ore deposits known. It possesses 

mountains of almost pure iron oxide. There are hard as well as fine powdery ores. 

It is logical to expect that when need arises for more ore, other rich deposits will 

be discovered. 

Since there is no adequate source of coking coal in Brazil or in the neighboring 

countries, gaseous reduction is the only possible way for processing these ores into 

iron in Brazil. 

Mexico, Peru, Chile, Argentine and other Latin-American countries are all rich in 

iron ore. Many celebrated high grade deposits are known or being exploited and new 

deposits are being discovered all over these countries. 

EUROPE 

Europe has only a few rich and extensive iron ore deposits, mainly in Sweden, 

Spain, England, eastern France and some in western Germany. Low grade ores are 

scattered in many countries behind the Iron Curtain. Rich ore deposits are in 

Poland, Czechoslovakia and mainly in the southern and eastern part of Russia. 

ASIA 

In Asia the most extensive deposits of high grade iron ores are in India, China 

and Asiatic U.S.S.R. While in general the explored deposits are not as extensive and 

rich as on the American Continent, they are adequate for their need. Many of the 

Asiatic islands have rich deposits. However, the most industrial island country, 

Japan, is singularly lacking in commercial grade iron ore. 

AFRICA 

Rich iron ores are scattered in south, middle and northern parts of Africa. Liberia 

has some of the highest grade ores known. The only export is to the United States. 

Rich ore deposits have lately been discovered in Algeria. 

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND 

Australia is rich in iron ore deposits. Some of the deposits are extensively worked 

and many others are held in reserve. Until further exploration, their quantity can

not be estimated. New Zealand has vast magnetic sand deposits from which high 

grade magnetic concentrates can be easily and economically prepared. 
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May Eliminate the Problem of the Long Haul of Raw Materials 

I am familiar with the Madaras process and believe that it would be, indeed, in the interest 
of National Defense and national economy that the Government cooperate in testing the 
plant and bringing it to a logical conclusion. Evidently, the process has solved some of 
the most difficult problems in gaseous reduction of iron ore, that is, the sticking of the iron, 
handling the gas, and mechanically controlling the production of iron. Should the process 
prove to be successful, it may eliminate, in some cases at least, the problem of long haul 
of raw materials, and may quickly provide an additional source of iron (i.e.-not pig 
iron) and steel, so badly needed under the present emergency. 

March 26, 1942 

Good Standard Grades of Steel from the Sponge Iron 

BRADLEY STROUGHTON, Chief 
Heat Treating Equipment 
War Production Board 
Washington, D.C. 

We melted the sponge iron (produced by the Madaras Process) and made good standard 
grades of steeL 

November 30, 1950 

Complete Removal of Phosphorus Would be Effected 

GERALD SMITH, Manager 
Sollberger Engineering Co. 
Marshall, Texas 

If my phosphorous data are correct for the Texas and Arkansas ores, I see no serious 
objection to the use of the basic electric furnace for remelting the reduced iron and virtually 
complete removal of the phosphorus would be effected in that process. 

January 9, 1951 

Provides a Sound Basis for an Industrial Process 

KARL L. FETTERS 

Ass't to the Vice-President 
in Charge Operations 
Youngstown Steel and Tube Co., 
Youngstown, Ohio 

His (Madaras) ability to make sponge iron has not been questioned ... he has operated 
in a manner which could be considered as sufficiently advanced to provide a sound basis 
for an industrial process. 

June 19, 1951 
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Soundness of Process Demonstrated 

We have followed the progress and development of your process from the time of testing 
your pilot plant at the University of Michigan. The soundness of your process was soon 
demonstrated .... 

June 16, 1947 

Should Succeed on a Larger Scale 

WILLIAM R. WOOD 

Prof. of Metallurgical Engineering 

RICHARD E. TOWNSEND 

Asst. Prof. of Chemical Engineering 
University of Michigan 

Under my supervision, a semi-continuous process was developed whereby this molten 
sponge iron was melted in an electric arc furnace of orthodox design, the molten iron 
was refined and made into steels of various commercial compositions. These steels had 
entirely normal properties. All technical difficulties were apparently overcome ... I see 
no reason why it (the process) should not succeed technically on a larger scale. 

January 20, 1942 

Have Made Very Good Grade Steel from the Sponge Iron 

C. E. SIMS, Supervising Metallurgist 
Battle Memorial Institute 
Industrial and Scientific Research 
Columbus, Ohio 

I have melted several charges of sponge iron produced by Southwestern Metals, one from 
Texas ores as well as Minnesota ores. We have made very good grade standard steel from 
the sponge iron and made standard steel castings for the market. I feel certain ... that 
sponge iron can be melted economically in any desired commercial quantity. 

November 16, 1950 

Convinced of Practicability of Madaras Process 

W. E. LINVILLE 

Sollberger Engineering Co., Inc. 
Marshall, Texas 

For the past few years we have melted a large quantity of sponge iron produced by the 
Madaras process in our electric furnaces. 

We are convinced of the practicability of the Madaras Process and feel that it will soon 
take place in the industry of the nations. 

November 23,1950 
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Roy E. HEARNE 

Executive Vice-President 
East Texas Electric Steel Co., Inc. 

The Madaras Ore Reduction Process 
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Comments and Testimonials on Process 

Operation Proceeded Smoothly 

The Bureau of Mines' tests at Longview, Texas, have demonstrated that reformed 
Texas natural gas can be produced and can be used in the plant of the Madaras Steel 
Corporation for the reduction of Texas iron ore to sponge iron. This sponge iron was 
melted in a commercial electric furnace with a recovery of 96% of the total iron which 
operation proceeded smoothly . and without difficulty. 

November 29, 1943 

Offers to Build Plant at Own Expense 

R. R. SAYERS, Director 
Bureau of Mines 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 

As a result of our study of the process, we made an offer to Mr. Madaras to build at our 
own expense in our own yards a plant to produce a minimum of 100 tons of iron or steel 
a day. 

January 20, 1942 

No Other Process Provides this Mechanical Control 

W. H. SOMMER, President 
Keystone Steel & Wire Company 
Peoria, Ill. 

The process (Madaras Ore Reduction) is of utmost simplicity and its operation is self
evident. It not only eliminates the troublesome sticking of iron ore, the nightmare of all 
other processes, and operates with good gas efficiency, but it can also operate on almost 
any scale as fast as the gas is pumped through the ore with that particular changing 
pressure that forms the basis of the process. In other words, this process produces iron as 
fast as the gas is pumped through the ore. This mechanical control of production of iron, 
in my opinion, is an essential and most desirable feature of any industrial plant and no 
other process has been able to provide this mechanical control. 

March 26, 1942 
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automatically and need no refractory lining; efficient gas cracker; method of quick 
heating of ore and automatic heat control and other operations. Complete demon
strations were made to a large group of delegates from many steel and engineering 
companies. This demonstration included all operations: ore handling, heating and 
reducing, gas cracking, heat control, melting the produced sponge iron and making 
steel from it. 

1949 Building a large plant. Buildings and other facilities were extended or added, large 
and industrial size gas cracker and large ore reducers were added and tested. The cost of 

1950 this step alone amounted to over $300,000.00. Through this work all new equipment 
and operations were fully worked out on an industrial scale. 

1953 Contract with Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. of Monterrey, Mexico. License was granted 
to Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. (HYLSA) for the use of the Madaras processes. The 
first plant produced about 35 tons of iron a day. 

The plant was designed, erected, and the operating crew trained, and the efficient 
melting of the sponge iron was worked out under the supervision of Julius D. Madaras. 

In 1956 the plant was enlarged to produce 250 tons of iron per day and work is 
now in progress to expand the plant capacity to produce 500-600 tons of iron per 
day. Mter this, still further increase is contemplated. 

1956 Formation of Madiron, Inc. This new company was formed to finance the expansion 
of the plant at Longview. New gas reforming and gas recirculating equipment was 
added. 

Controls for temperature and quality of gas were installed. A large new retort to 
reduce 10 tons of iron in one charge was erected. Many carloads of ore from Texas, 
Venezuela, Tucson and other places were reduced under the supervision of various 
interested steel companies and sponge iron was melted in their own large commercial 
electric furnaces. At least 40 delegates from various steel companies witnessed 
tests. All phases of the Madaras industrial plant of any desired capacity have been 
worked out to design, erect and operate any size commercial plant. 

1957 Substantial additions were made to the plant at Longview, Texas. Catalytic gas 
reforming, super reforming and gas recirculating equipment were added on a scale 
that is considered industrial. A large ore reducing retort was installed to make 
over ten tons of iron in one charge. This size retort is large enough for a 200-ton a 
day iron plant. 

In these units several types of iron ores in lumpy and pelletized forms from the 
United States, South America and Canada were reduced. Hundreds of tons of 
sponge iron were made for a number of steel companies under their supervision. 
These steel companies melted the sponge iron in their own large industrial furnaces 
with excellent results and stated that the Madaras process is ready for industrial 
plants of any desired capacity. 
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The Madaras process makes iron and steel with reducing gas directly from the iron 

ore. No coke is needed to reduce the iron from the ore, nor is scrap necessary to 

make steel from the iron. 

The reducing gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) is economically obtained with 

standard equipment from natural gas, oil, low-grade coal or lignite, whichever is 

more readily available in any particular region. 

A plant based on this process costs about one-fourth or less of the cost of the blast 

furnace and coke oven of the same iron capacity. In addition, there is much saving 

on fuel, labor, maintenance and capital charges. In many regions the total savings 

can amount to from $20.00 to $25.00 or more per ton of producing steel. 

The Madaras plant can be built and operated commercially and profitably on a 

small or large scale ranging from 50 tons of iron a day to any desired capacity. 

The process can use low-grade iron ore deposits not usable in the blast furnace 

but, of course, the higher grade ores are desirable for maximum savings in ore 

reduction. 

The Madaras process works as follows: 

A steel pressure retort is filled with cold or hot crushed iron ore or iron ore pellets 

and sealed gas-tight. Hot reducing gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) is injected 

into the retort through an exclusively designed inlet valve. The gas mixture pene

trates the whole mass of ore. The hot reducing gas reacts instantaneously with the 

iron oxide, combining with its share of oxygen. The exhaust valve is opened, and the 

spent gas is discharged. By automatically alternately opening and closing the two 

valves, fresh reducing gas is passed through the whole mass of ore in a pulsating 

manner until all the oxygen is carried out and the iron ore is reduced. 

In further explanation, the hydrogen (Hz) burns with the oxygen to form HzO 

or water vapor. The CO burns into COz• The H 20 (steam) is condensed out of the 

exhaust gas. The remaining gas of the H 2, CO and COz is mixed with fresh hydro

carbon gas and is passed through a gas reformer. Here the CO2 is reformed to 2CO, 

according to the formula of CO2 + CH4 = 2CO + 2H2 • The heated reformed gas is 

recirculated through the ore. At an early stage of reduction the reducing gas oxidizes 

almost completely to CO2 and H 20 and is exhausted into the atmosphere. In this 

manner the reducing gas is handled in a closed circuit and is almost completely 

utilized. In an industrial operation, from 6 to 8 charges of ore may be reduced in 

each retort in a 24-hour day. 
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MADARAS ORE REDUCTION PROCESS 

Gas Recirculation System 

The bottom row of the diagram illustrates the gas cleaning and recirculating system. The spent 
gas, as exhausted from the retort, contains some dust and much CO2 and H20. The dust is removed 
by a cyclone separator and dust filter and the water vapor is removed through a quench tower. 

The remaining unreacted CO, H2 and CO2 is recompressed and with the added CH4 gas is 
passed through the hot Super Reformer where it is regenerated into 2CO and 2H2 and is passed 
through the Retort. Thus, the reducing gas is practically completely utilized. 

Mter reduction the sponge iron is dumped from the Retort as shown at left, the Retort is 
filled again with another charge of ore and is reconnected into the gas circuit. 

The iron ore is charged into the Retort, illustrated at the left of the diagram. 
The natural gas or oil gas is mixed with steam and passed through a standard, commercial gas 

Reformer making a gas mixture of CO, H2, CO2, CH4 and H20 (steam). The H20 is condensed 
through in water quench tower. 

The reformed gas with its CO2 content is passed through the hot Super Reformer where the 
CO2 and CH, form 2CO and 2H2. This mixture of hot reducing gases at 1700°-2000° F. will pass 
through the ore in the Retort in a pulsating manner. 
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Chronology of Development of Process 

1936 Invention. The Madaras process was invented and the theoretical factors worked 
out by Julius D. Madaras in Brazil while working on power problems by invitation 
of the Brazilian Government. 

1937 Syndicate. A syndicate called Madaras Ore Reduction Project was formed to finance 
the development and tests of the process and to carryon all activities in an organized 
way. Members were a group of businessmen and engineers. 

1937 Laboratory tests. At the University of Michigan extensive laboratory tests and 
development work were carried out with ores from different parts of the world. The 
University report stated in effect that the process is sound and efficient, it works 
and overcame all difficulties inherent in other processes. (See Brochure, Univ. of 
Mich. report pages 12-14.) 

1938 Pilot plant test. A commercial pilot test unit was built and tested at Peoria, Ill. This 
unit reduced 5 tons of ore in one charge. It worked well and established the sound
ness of the process on a larger scale. (See letter Mr. W. H. Sommer, Pres. Keystone 
Steel & Wire Co.) 

1939 A further pilot unit of modified design was tested to obtain design factors for larger 
commercial units. This unit also worked equally well for treating tin ores. (See 
letters from Surface Combustion Corporation, Battelle Memorial Institute and 
Ralph L. Dowdell.) 

1940 Industrial Unit at Longview. A commercial size unit reducing about 15 tons of ore in 
one charge was erected with compressors and all other plant equipment. Also this 
retort reduced the ore with a theoretically possible maximum efficiency and proved 
that the process works and is practical on any large scale needed by the steel industry. 
This development and test work reached into 1942. Approximately $300,000.00 
were spent on this plant and tests. 

1942 Bureau of Mines tests. The Bureau of Mines tested the plant at Longview from 1942 
to 1944. The Director of the Bureau of Mines reported that the process worked with 
maximum gas efficiency, the sponge iron melted easily and the difficulties encountered 
were only mechanical. (See letter by R. R. Sayers, Director of U. S. Bureau of 
Mines.) The Bureau's report R.1. 3925, 1946, confirmed these conclusions. The report 
also stated in effect that the plant cost will be about one-fifth of the cost of blast 
furnaces and coke ovens; that there will be great saving on fuel and that the cost of 
iron produced by the process at Longview will be about $17.00 per ton. (See R. I. 
3925, page 55.) 

1947 Southwestern Metals, Inc. was formed and resumed work. All needed new types of plant 
equipment were worked out and tested. Among them are: retorts that can operate 
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Interest in Direct Reduction Boosted 

by Cheap Natural Gas 

The rising investment cost for coke ovens and blast furnaces to smelt 

pig iron, the discovery of some extremely rich natural ores, and 

improved procedures for beneficiating lower grade iron ores have 

resulted in increased interest in the manufacture of sponge iron. 

Gradual deterioration in quality of metallurgical coking coal is further 

stimulating interest, particularly in areas where natural gas is plenti

ful and economically advantageous. 

STEEL, January 6, 19.58 
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T. F. OLT, Director of Research 

Armco Steel Corp., Middletown, Ohio 

The resulting hot reduced ore, that is, the hot sponge iron, * is discharged from the 

ore reducer through a large door. The sponge iron may be melted into steel or rolled 

into natural wrought iron products. By preparing the iron oxide especially, for the 

purpose, the iron powder may also be produced for powder metallurgy. 

In the Madaras process the carbon content can be controlled easily within the 

limits of .005% to 5%. The sulphur found in the ore is burned out with hot air or 

carried out with the hydrogen. No impurities are added in the course of reduction. 

Iron superior to pig iron and scrap is produced. 

, In all other gaseous processes, the gas is passed through the mass of ore in a 

continuous flow and the reduction depends upon the diffusion of the reducing gas 

into the pores of ore which at best is slow, inefficient and incomplete. The gas 

usually builds up channels through the ore. 

In the Madaras process the repeated injection and exhaust causes pulsation of 

the reducing gas uniformly through the whole ore body and eliminates all the 

difficulties that are inherent in other gaseous reduction processes. The process gives 

the whole ore body a pulmotor or lungs and brings the ore reduction under me

chanical control. 

All other gaseous reduction processes have adapted equipment that was designed 

and intended for other usually opposing or entirely different chemical and thermal 

operations. Contrary to this, our aim has been to give natural and free vent to the 

thermodynamic forces interacting in the reduction of iron ores with gas, and when 

necessary, discover methods, invent equipment, designs and operating techniques 

including preparing and reforming the reducing gas and melting the sponge iron, 

most of which are unique and peculiar to this process. 

*Iron is made from iron ore which is oxidized iron mixed with various amounts of sand and clay 
and other earthy impurities. The impurities are called gangue. In making iron, the oxygen is 
removed from the iron-that is, the iron is deoxidized. This operation is called reducing the ore. 
The reduced ore, therefore, is solid iron mixed with the gangue. This is called sponge iron because 
of the porous nature of the iron after the removal of the oxygen. 

The reduced ore then is melted so that the molten iron separates from the molten fluxed gangue 
which is called the slag. This really is what basically happens in the blast furnace where actually 
the ore reduces first in a solid form and then the reduced ore melts in the hot lower zone of the 
same furnace. In case of sponge iron, the reduced ore is melted in the electric arc furnace or, in 
some cases, in the cupola or open hearth. 

An ancient classical way of separating the iron from the gangue was to heat the mixture to 
glowing bright (white) heat where the clay becomes molten but the iron is still solid. The molten 
clay then is squeezed out by either hammering or by squeezing. This iron is called wrought iron. 

This wrought iron is usually soft but it becomes hard steel by carburizing. The famous Damascus 
sword was made this way, mainly from sponge iron made in India. In fact, practically all the 
steel was made by this method until the emergence of the Bessemer process. 
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MADARAS ORE REDUCTION PROCESS 

Section and End View of Relorl 

On the right, the front view and the cross-section of the Retort and Retort Head are 
shown. The Retort is filled with iron ore. No unusually thick or costly construction 
is required, only a steel wall and a thin fire-brick lining. 

In the middle of the unit the Retort is provided with trunnions, these resting on a 
moving rack, to move the Retort and dump the ore automatically. 

Free swinging bolts pull the Retort tight to the pressure head. Arrows indicate 

path of reducing gas. 

On left side, the Retort is shown disconnected, ready to be recharged with ore. 
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The Monterrey, Mexico Plant 

The first licensee of the Madaras process is Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. (HYLSA) of 
Monterrey, Mexico. This company is now making about 250 tons of high grade 

sponge iron per day and the work is on the way to expanding the plant to produce 
about 600 tons per day. The sponge iron is melted in the company's electric arc 

furnaces and the steel is rolled into sheets and strips. The quality of the products 

is exceptionally high. 

After licensing "HYLSA" by Madaras International Corporation some of the old 

equipment originally erected and tested in Longview, Texas, was sold to "HYLSA", 

moved to Monterrey and put into operation. The plant was designed by Julius D. 

Madaras and the construction of the sponge iron plant and training of personnel to 

operate the sponge iron plant and melt the sponge iron were supervised by him and 

his engineers. The major equipment and the method of operation was also outlined 

and supervised by J. D. Madaras. 

However, "HYLSA" has changed some of the gas equipment with the result that 

the gas consumption per ton of iron has increased more than twice over the gas 

consumption at our Longview plant as measured under the supervision of three 

American steel companies who also verified the log sheet of operation. 

The test retort at Longview is about one-third larger capacity than the "HYLSA" 

retorts. "HYLSA" operates three retorts at present which are, of course, mecha

nized for production. 

At first, "HYLSA" had an exclusive license for using the Madaras processes 

in Mexico. 

In December, 1957, its contract with Madaras International Corporation was 

revised to the extent that "HYLSA" has released the exclusiveness of its license in 

Mexico and retained it only for the state of Nuova Leon in which Monterrey is 

located. Furthermore, "HYLSA" has paid a substantial amount in a lump sum to 

retain the Madaras license. 
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The Madaras Ore Reduction Plant 
(Illustrated) 
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The Madaras Ore Reduction Plant 

I 'ron ore pile. 

2 Ore conveyor system. 

3 Reducing retort discharging reduced ore. 

4 Gas heater and super reformer. 

S Gas filter for removing dust from recirculated gas. 

6 Gas receiver and desulphurizer. 

7 Compressor room and analytical laboratory • 
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r)'1HE Madaras plant comprises compact, standardized 
~ units that easily can be manufactured in multiples 

and assembled and installed economically, at compara
tively low cost, near the source of the ore or as a supple
ment to present existing plants. 

In many regions it will be far more economical to 
make iron near the source of ore with gas and process 

, it either into pig iron and steel ingots at site or to ship 
the sponge iron to the existing melting and refining 
furnaces. With the Madaras Ore Reduction Plant it is 
possible to utilize numerous substantial ore deposits 
that are not economically suitable for present methods 
either because of their location or because of their 
physical and chemical composition. 

The process can bring about the decentralization of 
the production of iron and steel. It will free the pro
duction of iron from coking coal. It will serve national 
defense, national economy and conservation of natural 
resources. It is the modern answer to the critical steel 
producing problems of the day, not the least of which 
are the continually mounting plant and labor costs. 
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